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The failure strength of concrete materials has been widely shown to be dependent on
experimental parameters such as specimen geometry and strain-rate. The effects of
specimen geometry have been shown both theoretically and experimentally to be a result
of the quasi-brittle nature of concrete. While the failure strength of concrete has been
widely reported to increase significantly when deformed at high strain-rates, the physical
mechanisms driving this phenomenon remain the source of debate amongst researchers.
This means that constitutive models designed to predict this rate dependent behavior are
not based on the real physical mechanisms that drive this behavior but rather fit to a limited
set of experimental results. This leads to numerical models that often do not scale
accurately across different geometries or stress states. A better understanding of the
dynamic failure behavior of quasi-brittle materials can be used to develop more robust
multi-scale material models capable of predicting the response and failure of large-scale
structures under impact loadings
v

The Kolsky (Split Hopkinson) Bar is a well-established experimental technique
capable of applying controlled and repeatable dynamic loading conditions to a specimen
or structure and measuring the resulting mechanical response with high temporal
resolution. Kolsky bar based experimental techniques are used throughout this thesis to
characterize the dynamic behavior of high strength concretes, including the effects of both
strain rate and specimen size. It is shown that the failure strength of the materials studied
is highly dependent on both specimen size and strain rate. However, the ratio of the failure
strengths measured at quasi-static and dynamic strain-rates, a parameter known as the
Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF), exhibits no clear dependence on specimen size but is only
a function of strain rate. Additionally, it is shown that through careful and proper
experimental design, experimental errors, which are often touted as the source of the
observed rate dependence, can be significantly minimized.

While this reduction in

experimental error results in a DIF that is less than historical data, a significant increase in
failure strength is still observed. This suggests that the rate dependence is representative
of the real specimen response. Gaining deeper insights into the physical mechanisms that
drive this rate dependence requires the development of experimental techniques that
facilitate the detailed observation of specimen behavior as a result of applied dynamic
loadings.
The short duration of typical dynamic loading experiments limits the capabilities of
in-situ observation techniques. While techniques such as high-speed photography are often
used for in-situ observation of dynamic experiments, the resulting observations and
measurements are typically two dimensional. These techniques are therefore incapable of
providing information beyond limited qualitative analysis of the inherently threevi

dimensional failure process in heterogeneous materials such as concrete. Alternative
observation techniques, such as X-ray computed microtomography (micro-CT) provide
high-resolution three-dimensional imaging of the specimen interior, however this
capability comes at the sacrifice of temporal resolution.
In this dissertation, the highly controlled dynamic loading capabilities of Kolsky Bar
based experimental techniques are coupled with the high-resolution three-dimensional
imaging of X-ray micro-CT to gain deeper insights into the failure behavior of concrete
specimens under dynamic loading conditions. This is accomplished by designing dynamic
loading conditions such that the failure process in concrete specimens is initiated but the
load is removed before complete failure occurs. This facilitates X-ray micro-CT analysis
of the recovered specimens to investigate changes in the internal specimen morphology as
a result of the applied dynamic loading, including the initiation of crack propagation.
However, identifying loading induced cracks in tomographic images of porous solids
presents its own challenges. These challenges are overcome in this dissertation by
developing a geometric segmentation algorithm that identifies cracks in porous solids
based on the significantly different geometries formed by cracks as compared to naturally
occurring voids.
This novel experimental technique is used to study the failure behavior of highstrength concrete specimens subjected to short-duration, constant-stress loadings. It is
shown that these specimens are capable of supporting an applied load above their quasistatic failure strength for short durations. This duration is found to be dependent on the
applied stress, with the duration increasing exponentially as the applied overload
approaches the quasi-static failure strength. Additionally, the morphological evolution of
vii

a single concrete specimen subjected to six constant stress loading cycles above its quasistatic failure strength is studied using X-ray micro-CT. These results revealed that the
failure process is comprised of a period of void compaction, likely accompanied by the
nucleation and growth of microcracks, followed by the coalescence and propagation of a
major crack network that leads to complete specimen collapse.
Finally, this experimental technique is applied to study the behavior of concrete
specimens subjected to high strain rate loading. This is accomplished using a modified
Kolsky compression bar with momentum trapping capability to achieve dynamic constant
strain-rate deformation before rapid unloading at a pre-determined stress level, allowing
specimens to be recovered and scanned. A statistical analysis of the data collected from
experiments of this type is then performed to estimate the stress level at which strain
localization and major crack propagation occurs at high strain-rates. Results from this
novel experimental technique reveal that, a significant portion of the total dynamic strength
increase observed in the materials studied occurs after the onset of major crack
propagation. This indicates that a significant portion of the dynamic strength increase
occurs during the fragmentation process and should not be considered representative of the
intrinsic material properties.
The novel experimental techniques developed in this dissertation provide a clearer
picture of the behavior of concrete specimens under dynamic loading conditions. The
insights gained using these techniques can be used to inform the development of more
accurate constitutive models based on the real physical mechanisms driving the observed
material behavior.
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Chapter 1
BACKGROUND

Motivation
Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world, commonly used
in large civil engineering projects and military protective structures. Failure of these
critical structures may result in loss of life in addition to significant financial damages or
loss of critical infrastructure. The accurate prediction of the performance of concrete
structures under not only operational loads but unexpected loading caused by natural
disasters, human error, or hostile attack is therefore of the utmost importance. In many
cases, the large scale and complexity of concrete structures mean that the only viable
technique for structural evaluation under a wide range of loading conditions is numerical
modeling. The accuracy of numerical modeling is heavily dependent on the constitutive
model used to describe the material behavior.

The development and validation of

constitutive models require extensive experimental data to fully characterize the material
behavior under a wide variety of loading conditions.

Model development requires

experimental techniques capable of both applying the desired loading conditions in a
controlled and repeatable manner as well as accurately measuring the resulting mechanical
response and critical material properties.

1

Of particular interest are the material properties under high rate or impact loading
conditions. Under these loading conditions, material properties often differ from the values
measured at low or quasi-static rates. In particular, the failure strength of concrete and
other brittle materials has been widely observed to increase significantly as a function of
strain-rate [1–7]. However, the underlying cause of this rate sensitivity remains somewhat
mysterious and is the source of debate amongst researchers. This nescience results in ratedependent constitutive models that are often not based on the underlying physical
mechanisms that drive this phenomenon but instead fit to a limited set of experimental
results. These constitutive models may result in numerical simulations that do not scale
accurately across different geometries, loading conditions, or stress states.
A deeper understanding of the physical mechanisms that drive this rate dependence
can serve as the foundation for improved multi-scale constitutive models. The study of
these mechanisms requires experimental techniques that not only measure macroscopic
specimen behavior under high rate loading but facilitate the detailed observation of
material morphology during the loading process. The short duration of typical dynamic
loading experiments introduces significant challenges in making detailed in-situ
observation and measurement.

The Mechanical Behavior of Concrete
Due to its apparent brittle behavior, concrete was thought to exhibit constitutive
characteristics similar to materials such as glass and high-strength ceramics, whose
behavior can be accurately predicted using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). In
LEFM theory, the stress intensity approaches infinity near the tip of a crack. In real
2

materials the stress magnitude is limited by the finite material strength so, in reality, there
must exist a region of nonlinear deformation in the vicinity of the crack tip. The size of
this non-linear region compared to the structure size determines its influence on the overall
mechanical behavior. In brittle materials, this non-linear region is typically small enough
when compared to the overall structure size that its effects can be neglected. In this case,
the stress field is sufficiently described using the LEFM framework, and the material
behavior can be accurately predicted [8]. However, the experimental characterization of
cementitious materials revealed discrepancies between the observed mechanical behavior
and the LEFM predictions [9–11]. These discrepancies lead to the classification of concrete
as a quasi-brittle material. In a quasi-brittle material the non-linear region in the wake of
the crack tip, often referred to as the fracture process zone (FPZ), is significantly larger
than in a purely brittle material so, its effects cannot be neglected [12,13]. In concrete, the
strain softening behavior in the FPZ is caused by the nucleation and growth of microcracks
[14]. The microcracking in the FPZ results in a strain softening behavior observed in the
macroscopic structural response and increased energy absorption during fracture [15] as
shown in figure 1.1.

3

Figure 1.1: Comparison of the mechanical response of a Brittle material and a QuasiBrittle material [8].

Size Effects
As mentioned, the effect of the microfracture process on the macroscopic mechanical
behavior is dependent on the overall structure size compared to the scale of the nonlinear
region. Bazant [12] studied this size effect analytically using nonlinear fracture mechanics,
resulting in the widely accepted size effect law (SEL) which has since been experimentally
verified [16–21]. These findings are represented graphically in figure 1.2 comparing the
nominal stress at failure predicted using linear and non-linear fracture mechanics as a
function of specimen size. As shown in figure 1.2, the SEL predicts that the strength of
quasi-brittle structures will increase as the structure size is decreased, assuming that the
structures being compared are geometrically self-similar.

4

Figure 1.2: Graphical representation of Bazant's Size effect Law [12].

Additionally, the macroscopic strain-softening behavior is more pronounced in smaller
structures, whereas structures significantly larger than the FPZ will exhibit a more brittle
behavior closer to the predictions of LEFM. Additionally, with increasingly large structure
sizes the failure strength decreases and approaches some limit, which is considered the
intrinsic material strength [16,22].
In addition to the overall specimen size, the specimen aspect ratio, defined as the ratio
of specimen length to width (L/D), has been shown to affect the failure strength. The
failure strength of specimens has been observed to increase with decreasing aspect ratio
[17,20]. This strength increase is believed to be a result of the radial confinement that
occurs at the specimen ends due to the friction between the specimen and loading device.
By increasing the specimen aspect ratio, this radial confinement will primarily affect the
material near the specimen ends, as shown in figure 1.3, so the effect of friction on the
5

macroscopic specimen response becomes negligible [21]. For this reason, specimen
geometries with an aspect ratio greater than 2 are typically recommended [23,24]. Clearly,
the effects of specimen geometry must be carefully considered when studying the
mechanical behavior of quasi-brittle materials.

Figure 1.3: The radial confinement caused by interfacial friction in cylindrical specimens
under uniaxial compression [17].

Strain-Rate Effects
As mentioned, the mechanical behavior of concrete under dynamic loading conditions
is of particular interest. Early experiments by Watstein [25] in 1953 revealed an increase
in the compressive strength of concrete specimens subjected to high rate loadings. Since
these early experiments, the quantity and quality of studies on the dynamic behavior of
6

concrete have increased significantly. Currently, the most common and well-accepted
methods for the dynamic characterization of concrete are Kolsky (Split-Hopkinson) bar
based experimental techniques. The Kolsky bar has been adapted to characterize the
mechanical behavior of brittle and quasi-brittle materials under various dynamic stress
states including uniaxial-compression [26–28], triaxial-compression [29–32], tension [33–
35], splitting tension [36,37], and spall [38–41].
While the published research on the dynamic behavior of these materials represents a
wide range of material properties, experimental techniques, and specimen geometries, a
common finding amongst the results is a significant increase in failure strength observed
when specimens are deformed at high strain rates [1–7] as shown in figure 1.4. This
increase in failure strength is often quantified by a parameter known as the Dynamic
Increase Factor (DIF), which is defined as the ratio of the failure strength measured at
dynamic rates to the failure strength measured at quasi-static rates [3,42]. Within the range
of strain rates achievable using Kolsky Bar based experimental techniques, values of the
DIF as high as 2-3 have been reported for concrete in compression [1] and as high as 5-10
in tension [3,43]. However, the underlying mechanisms that cause this rate dependence
remain the source of debate amongst researchers [44–46].

7

Figure 1.4: A compilation of published data on the compressive strength increase observed
in quasi-brittle materials as a function of strain-rate [1].

It has been proposed that the observed rate dependence is simply the result of some
combination of experimental errors. One such source of experimental error in dynamic
compression experiments results from the additional confining pressure induced by the
lateral inertia of the specimen [45,47,48]. This lateral inertial pressure is a result of the
rapid lateral expansion of the specimen caused by the Poisson effect. The effect of this
inertial pressure on the measured failure strength is twofold. First, the additional inertial
pressure causes an increase in the average axial stress [49], resulting in increased stress
measured at specimen failure. Secondly, cementitious materials are known to be pressuredependent, so the additional inertial pressure may affect the material behavior [50,51].
Another source of error that must be considered is the effects of friction at the specimen/bar
interfaces. The interfacial friction also tends to restrict the lateral expansion of the
8

specimen, thereby increasing the measured failure strength [52–55]. These two sources of
experimental error are illustrated in figure 1.5. However, it has been shown that through
careful and proper experimental design, these sources of error can be significantly
minimized [6,46,56].

Figure 1.5: Some sources of error in Kolsky Bar experiments on cementitious materials
[54].

Despite proper experimental design to reduce sources of error, a significant strength
increase is typically still observed in brittle and quasi-brittle materials. This indicates that
the observed rate dependence is representative of the real specimen response [6,46]. It has
been proposed that the observed rate dependence is primarily a result of the time-dependent
nature of the cracking and fragmentation process [37,57–63]. Under uniaxial compression,
for example, major cracks typically propagate in the direction of the applied load causing
the specimen to fragment into multiple axial columns [15]. Each of these axial columns is

9

capable of supporting a portion of the applied load until failure occurs by buckling or
continued fragmentation. The time-dependent nature of this axial splitting process allows
the applied stress to continue to increase after the onset of major crack propagation and
continue even as the specimen separates into multiple fragments.

During this

fragmentation process, the specimen no longer represents a continuum but rather a structure
comprised of the remaining specimen fragments. Therefore, this portion of the specimen
response should not be considered representative of the intrinsic material properties
[59,64,65].
Alternatively, this rate dependence may also be driven by the development and growth
of microcracks [5,46,60,66,67], which is the same mechanism responsible for the quasibrittle behavior discussed previously. If this microcracking process occurs in the absence
of any major cracking or fragmentation, the specimen may still reasonably be considered
continuous, and therefore the resulting material behavior may be considered representative
of the intrinsic material properties. However, due to limitations of current experimental
techniques, the microcracking process in dynamic loading events is practically impossible
to observe in-situ, making this hypothesis challenging to confirm.
It is reasonable to assume that in reality, the observed strength increase is a result of
some combination of these effects [5]. However, the contribution of each effect to the total
dynamic strength increase must be investigated further. The ability to observe the dynamic
failure process of concrete and other brittle materials is significantly limited by the
capabilities of current experimental techniques. In this dissertation, the highly controlled
dynamic loading capabilities of Kolsky bar based experimental techniques are coupled with
the high resolution non-destructive three-dimensional imaging achieved using X-Ray

10

micro-CT. This novel experimental technique will provide insight into the dynamic failure
process in concrete specimens and its effect on the observed rate dependent failure
behavior.

Outline
In the following chapter, two of the concrete materials used throughout this
dissertation are presented. Specimen geometries are then selected, and the fabrication
procedure is outlined. The experimental techniques used for mechanical characterization
and the operating principles are then introduced. Finally, the effects of specimen size and
strain rate on the failure strength of the materials of interest are experimentally
characterized. The experimental findings covered in the second chapter are then used as a
baseline and starting point for the more in-depth analysis in subsequent chapters.
The third chapter introduces a technique for the observation and analysis of damage
morphology in concrete specimens, known as X-Ray micro-computed tomography (microCT). The operating principles of X-Ray micro-CT imaging and analysis are outlined as
well as challenges encountered when studying damage in brittle porous solids. An
algorithm to detect and isolate loading induced damage in porous concrete specimens is
also developed. Development of this algorithm requires micro-CT images of a partially
damaged specimen for use as a testbed for algorithm optimization.
In the fourth chapter, the Kolsky Bar experimental technique is combined with the
non-destructive observation methods outlined in Chapter 2 to investigate the failure process
in concrete specimens. This is accomplished by designing experimental conditions to
subject concrete specimens to short duration constant stress loading. The effect of the
11

applied stress level on the failure process duration is then investigated. Finally, the
evolution of damage inside a single concrete specimen subjected to multiple constant stress
loading cycles is analyzed. The in-depth analysis performed using these experimental
results then elucidates the mechanical processes governing the specimen behavior during
dynamic loading events.
In the fifth and final chapter, the novel experimental technique developed in chapter
four is implemented to study the initiation of major crack propagation in concrete
specimens under high-strain rate uniaxial compression. Designing loading conditions to
subject concrete specimens to high-strain rate deformation up to a predetermined stress
level before rapid unloading allows the recovery of partially damaged specimens
facilitating the use of X-Ray micro-CT to analyze the state of damage within a specimen
as a result of the applied dynamic loading. This experimental technique is then used to
identify the stress level at which major crack propagation initiates so that the onset of
specimen fragmentation can be identified. Results from these experiments will then
provide insight into the material behavior under high strain-rate loading conditions and the
physical mechanisms that drive the observed rate sensitivity.
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Chapter 2
STRAIN–RATE AND SPECIMEN GEOMETRY EFFECTS

Introduction
In this chapter, two of the concrete materials used throughout this dissertation are
introduced. The selection of specimen geometry and the procedure used to fabricate
samples from the bulk material is outlined.

Following specimen preparation, a

morphological analysis of the materials is performed using X-ray micro-CT.

The

experimental techniques used for mechanical characterization at various rates of
deformation are then introduced, specifically the Kolsky (Split–Hopkinson) Bar. With the
materials of interest and experimental tools introduced, the loading conditions for
mechanical testing are carefully defined. Finally, the experimental results from uniaxial
compression at various strain-rates are presented, interpreted, and compared to historical
data. The results presented in this chapter will serve as a baseline characterization of these
two materials, used throughout this dissertation, and as a starting point for the more indepth analysis performed in subsequent chapters.

Materials
The materials of interest studied in this dissertation are concretes with unconfined
compressive strengths well above that of conventional concrete (< 50 MPa). These higher
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performance concretes are classified based on their unconfined compressive strengths as
high-strength concrete (HSC), very-high-strength concrete (VHSC), or ultra-high-strength
concrete (UHSC) [1]. The range of unconfined compressive strengths for each of these
materials are summarized in table 2.1.

Table 2.1: The range of compressive strengths for each concrete classification [1].

Unconfined
Compressive
Strength

Conventional
Concrete

high-strength
concrete
(HSC)

very-highstrength concrete
(VHSC)

ultra-highstrength concrete
(UHSC)

< 50 MPa

50 – 100 MPa

100 – 150 MPa

> 150 MPa

In this chapter, two types of concrete developed by the U.S Army Research and
Development Center (ERDC) are used to study the effects of both strain-rate and specimen
geometry. These two materials were selected not only for their importance to the interests
of the Department of Defense but additionally because they represent two different mix
designs and intended use cases. The first material used in this study is a self-consolidating
high- strength concrete (SCHSC) with relatively fine aggregate (>3mm) developed by
Heard [2]. The term self-consolidating refers to the concretes’ high flowability and its
resulting ease of placement without the need for mechanical consolidation. This highstrength concrete was designed for ease of use and relatively low cost, using lower quality
and less expensive materials that were sourced locally in the Army’s theater of operations.
SCHSC is comprised of aggregate consisting of sand and silts, ASTM type I/II portland
21

cement, grade 120 slag cement, and class F fly ash. SCHSC also includes a High Range
Water Reducing Admixture (HRWRA) to improve the flow ability and mechanical
properties [2]. The ingredients and mixture proportions of the SCHSC used in this study
are listed in table 2.2.
The second material of interest in this chapter is known as Cor-Tuf [3] and can be
classified as a UHSC. Cor-Tuf was developed by ERDC explicitly for research purposes
with the goal of achieving the maximum unconfined compressive strength.

The

compressive strength is maximized through the use of high-quality raw materials and dense
particle packing following the methodology of O'Neil [1]. Cor-Tuf has been extensively
studied and is often used as a comparison for other HSCs and UHSCs [4]. Cor-Tuf is
comprised of fine-grained silica sand, ground silica (silica flour/powder), Class H cement,
microsilica (silica fume), and HRWA [3]. The specific ingredients and mixture proportions
of Cor-Tuf are listed in table 2.3.

Table 2.2: SCHSC mixture proportions.
Constituent

Table 2.3: Cor-Tuf mixture proportions.

Mixture
proportions
by weight

Cement (Type I/II)

1.00

Slag Cement

0.214

Fly Ash

Constituent

Mixture
proportions
by weight

0.398

0.214

Cement
Microsilica
(Silica fume)
Silica flour

Aggregate

1.857

Silica sand

0.967

VMA

0.009

HRWRA

0.0171

HRWRA

0.018

Water

0.208

Water

0.053
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1.00

0.277

Specimen Preparation
As mentioned in Chapter 1, due to the quasi-brittle nature of concrete, the failure
strength of concrete specimens is highly dependent on both the specimen volume and
aspect ratio [5–10]. Therefore, it is critical to investigate the effects of specimen geometry
when characterizing a quasi-brittle material. In order to investigate the effect of specimen
geometry on compressive strength, cylindrical specimens of three different sizes were
fabricated from each material. Firstly, standard size specimens of 50.8 mm diameter and
101.6 mm length (2 in x 4 in) were fabricated for quasi-static testing and will serve as a
baseline comparison for other nonstandard specimen geometries.
A vital requirement in dynamic testing is that the specimen is in a state of dynamic
stress equilibrium throughout the loading process; this requirement is discussed in greater
detail in section 2.3.2. This requirement is often met by reducing the specimen length such
that the time required for a stress wave to propagate across the specimen is significantly
less than the entire loading duration [11]. However, this means that the relatively large
length (~100 mm) of standard-sized specimens makes achieving dynamic stress
equilibrium virtually impossible. Therefore, the ASTM standard specimen geometries are
not suitable for Kolsky bar experiments, so non-standard specimens must be fabricated for
dynamic testing.

For each material, two non-standard specimen geometries were

fabricated, one ‘large’ and one ‘small’. The length of all specimens prepared for dynamic
testing is selected to be 12.7 mm in order to ensure dynamic stress equilibrium. The larger
specimens of both materials were fabricated with a diameter of 50.8 mm, while smaller
specimens of SCHSC were fabricated with a diameter of 19.0 mm and small Cor-Tuf
specimens with a diameter of 15.9 mm. While it would be desirable to use the same
23

specimen geometries for each material, due to the high failure strength of Cor-Tuf and the
limited achievable stress amplitude for the loading pulse, the diameter of the small CorTuf specimens had to be reduced to 15.9 mm. The specimen sizes used for each material
are summarized in table 2.4.

Table 2.4: All specimen dimensions used for mechanical characterization.
SCHSC

Cor-Tuf

Small

Large

Standard

Small

Large

Standard

Thickness (mm)

12.7

12.7

101.6

12.7

12.7

101.6

Diameter (mm)

19.0

50.8

50.8

15.9

50.8

50.8

Aspect Ratio
(L/D)

0.667

0.250

2.0

0.799

0.250

2.0

Volume (cm3)

3.60

25.74

411.85

2.52

25.74

411.85

All non-standard specimens used in this study were prepared using a four-step process
outlined by Heard et al. [12]. After the material is fully cured, cylinders are first core drilled
from the bulk material before being sectioned into individual cylinders roughly 19mm long
using a Beuhler Delta-EB 260 manual abrasive cutter. The specimen ends are then ground
using a Harig 618 auto-step precision surface-grinder to reduce the specimen lengths to
13.97 mm while improving the flatness and parallelism of the specimen ends. Finally, each
specimen is polished in a high precision P.R. Hoffman PR-1 double-sided lapping machine
and brought to their final length of 12.7 mm. This process ensures the maximum possible
flatness and parallelism of the specimen ends, which minimizes stress concentrations at the
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specimen/bar interfaces. Examples of the two non-standard specimen geometries used for
each material are shown in figure 2.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1: The 4 specimen types used for dynamic characterization (a) 19 mm diameter
SCHSC specimen, (b) 50.8 mm diameter SCHSC specimen, (c) 15.9 mm diameter CorTuf specimen and, (d) 50.8 mm diameter Cor-Tuf Specimen.

X-Ray Micro-Tomography
Due to the heterogeneity of concrete, two-dimensional morphological characterization
techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) may not fully capture the
inherently three-dimensional morphology of cementitious materials. For this reason, Xray micro-CT, which provides high-resolution, three-dimensional, non-destructive imaging
of the specimen volume, was selected to analyze the material morphology. All micro-CT
scans in this dissertation were conducted using a SkyScan 1172 high-resolution desktop
scanner. The SkyScan 1172 is equipped with an X-ray tube with a maximum power output
of 10 watts and an adjustable X-ray energy range from 20-100 kV. The X-ray detector is
an 11 Megapixel (4000x2300) 12 bit CCD providing a maximum field of view of 50mm.
The X-ray micro-CT techniques and analysis are described in greater detail in Chapter
25

three. Two representative specimens with a thickness of 12.7 mm were initially chosen for
tomographic analysis. The SCHSC specimen had a diameter of 19 mm, which allowed a
maximum resolution of 5.24 μm. While the smaller 15.9 mm diameter Cor-Tuf specimen
allowed a resolution of 4.25 μm to be achieved. Reconstructed cross-sectional slices of
each specimen are shown in figure 2.2. In this figure, examples of each of the primary
constitutive materials present in each slice are labeled. Also shown in figure 2.2 (b) are
the zirconium oxide inclusions often found in Cor-Tuf specimens, these inclusions are an
unintended side effect of the use of silica fume. Silica fume is a byproduct from the
manufacturing process of zirconium metal, making it an inexpensive additive for concrete
materials. However, this waste product often contains some amount of leftover zirconium
oxide from the manufacturing process. While these high-density inclusions show up very
clearly in micro-CT images due to their high x-ray attenuation, their effect on the overall
mechanical performance of the material is negligible.
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Air
Void
Aggregate
Cement
Paste

Air
Void

Sand
Grains
Zirconium
Oxide
Cement
Paste

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Gray-scale tomographic cross-sectional images of (a) a 19 mm diameter
SCHSC specimen and (b) a 15.9 mm diameter Cor-Tuf specimen with examples of the
constitutive materials present in each slice labeled.

X-ray micro-CT additionally allows the individual constituents within the material to be
identified based on their relative X-ray absorption rates. Three-dimensional tomographic
images of voids and aggregates (or sand) present in each specimen are shown in figures
2.3 and 2.4, respectively. These tomographic images reflect the significant differences
between the mix designs of these two materials, namely the differences in the void and
aggregate size distributions.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2.3: Three-dimensional representations of the void distributions, shown in blue, in
(a) a 19 mm diameter SCHSC specimen and (b) a 15.9 mm diameter Cor-Tuf specimen.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Three-dimensional representations of (a) the aggregate distribution in a 19 mm
diameter SCHSC specimen and (b) the sand distribution in a 15.9 mm diameter Cor-Tuf
specimen.
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The micro-CT results were used to conduct a quantitative analysis of the void size
distribution in both samples; the void distributions in SCHSC and Cor-Tuf are presented
in figure 2.5. The SCHSC specimen was found to have 113,914 voids and a total porosity
of 7.3%. The largest void has a volume of 3.2 mm3 and an equivalent diameter of 1.8 mm.
The average void diameter was found to be 85.8 μm with 90% of voids having a diameter
less than 150 μm. The Cor-Tuf specimen was found to have 32,846 voids with a total
porosity of 6.5% with the largest void having a volume of 1.46 mm3 and an equivalent
diameter of 1.41 mm. The average void diameter was found to be 68 μm with 90% of
voids having a diameter less than 175 μm. In both scans, voids with an equivalent diameter
of fewer than 7 pixels were not considered due to the significant error in geometric
measurement caused by the partial volume effect [13] for objects of this size, this
corresponded to a minimum void size of 37.9 μm in the SCHSC specimen and 29.7 μm in
the Cor-Tuf specimens. The void size distributions in each specimen are compared in
figure 2.5 which shows the relative probability distribution of void sizes for both the
SCHSC and Cor-Tuf specimen. The relative probability is simply defined as the number
of voids in each size range normalized by the total number of voids. Both materials have
a similar range of void sizes, with over 95% of voids in both specimens having an
equivalent diameter less than 250 μm. However Cor-Tuf appears to have a much higher
concentration of small voids in the 0-50 μm range compared to the SCHSC material.
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Figure 2.5: The relative probability distribution of void size in the Cor-Tuf and SCHSC
specimens.

Experimental Procedure
To delineate the effect of specimen geometry from strain-rate on the failure strength,
the two different materials will be tested at three different strain rates using the three
different specimen geometries described previously.

Specimens are subjected to

unconfined, uniaxial compression loading at a constant strain rate until complete specimen
failure occurs. The failure strength is then taken to be the maximum stress reached before
complete specimen collapse. Lower strain rate deformation is achieved using conventional
testing apparatus, while high strain-rate loading is achieved using a Kolsky compression
bar. In all tests, high-performance MoS2 grease was applied between the specimen and
machine platens to mitigate the effects of end friction by reducing the friction coefficient
to <0.1. Without proper lubrication of the specimen interfaces, the friction at the specimen
ends will constrain the radial expansion of the specimen, thereby altering the stress
distribution and artificially increasing the observed failure strength [14]. However, when
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the friction coefficient at the specimen interface is less than 0.1, the effects of friction are
considered negligible [15,16].

Quasi-static testing
Before dynamic characterization, the failure strength of both materials was measured
using all three specimen geometries, including the ASTM standard and two non-standard
designs, at a quasi-static strain rate of 10-4 s-1. Quasi-static testing was performed using a
Shimadzu AG-IC Universal Materials Testing Machine with a 300 kN capacity and a
Tinius Olsen universal testing machine with 1780 kN capacity. These results will allow
the effect of the non-standard specimen size and aspect ratio to be investigated by
comparing the measured failure strength with the ASTM standard test protocol.

The Kolsky Compression Bar
The Kolsky Compression Bar, also known as the Split-Hopkinson pressure bar, is a
well-established experimental technique commonly used to characterize the response of
materials under high strain-rate uniaxial compression [17]. The typical Kolsky
Compression Bar consists of two long elastic rods, aligned end to end along a common
axis, with the specimen of interest placed in between. A third bar known as a striker is
accelerated, typically by a gas gun, to impact the end of the first bar, known as the incident
bar. This impact generates a compressive stress wave that propagates down the length of
the incident bar towards the specimen. When this incident stress wave reaches the
specimen end the change of mechanical impedance at the specimen-bar interface causes a
portion of the stress wave to reflect back up the incident bar, while the remainder is
31

transmitted into the specimen.

The transmitted stress wave propagates through the

specimen, deforming it, and into the second rod known as the transmission bar. The stress
waves can be measured and recorded as they propagate along the bars using resistive strain
gages adhered to the bar surfaces. The strain gages are connected to a Wheatstone bridge
circuit with the output voltage recorded by a high-resolution digital oscilloscope. If the
stress waves are assumed to be one dimensional and non-dispersive, the stress and
deformation history of the specimen can be calculated using the waves recorded by the
oscilloscope [18].

These two critical assumptions can be satisfied through proper

experimental design. The assumption of one-dimensional wave propagation has been
shown to be valid as long as the incident and transmission bars are sufficiently long to
allow the radial stress distribution to become uniform. In practice, the use of bars with
high stiffness and a length to diameter ratio greater than 20 is recommended to ensure onedimensional wave propagation [18]. The effects of wave dispersion can be significant
when the incident loading wave consists of components of various frequencies. Highfrequency components have a higher propagation velocity than lower frequency
components, this tends to cause a distortion of the wave as it propagates along the bar
introducing uncertainty into experimental results. The effects of wave dispersion can either
be corrected for numerically [19] or minimized by smoothing the incident loading wave to
eliminate higher frequency oscillations. The effects of wave dispersion have been shown
to be negligible when proper pulse shaping techniques are used to eliminate higher
frequency components of the incident loading wave [20].
The basic configuration of the Kolsky Compression bar is shown schematically in
figure 2.6. While a more detailed illustration of the specimen installed in between the bars,
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including the direction of wave propagation and the velocity of the bar/specimen interfaces,
is shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the basic Kolsky Compression Bar configuration.

Figure 2.7: Wave propagation directions at the specimen/bar interfaces.
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By one-dimensional wave theory, the velocity of the incident (v1) and transmission (v2) bar
ends are calculated according to equations 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

v1 = Cb (εI -εR )

(2.1)

v2 = Cb εT

(2.2)

Where Cb represents the elastic wave speed in the bar, εI, εR, and εT represent the incident,
reflected, and transmitted strain waves, respectively. Using equations 2.1 and 2.2, the
strain rate history of the specimen can then be calculated by equation 2.3.

ε̇ =

v1 -v2 Cb
= (εI -εR -εT )
Ls
Ls

(2.3)

Where Ls is the initial length of the specimen. Similarly, the stress on the Incident (σ1) and
transmission (σ2) bar sides of the specimen can be calculated using equations 2.4 and 2.5.

σ1 =

Ab
E (ε + εR )
As b I

(2.4)

Ab
E ε
As b T

(2.5)

σ2 =

Where, Eb is the Young’s modulus of the bar, Ab and As are the cross-sectional areas of the
bar and specimen, respectively. If the specimen is assumed to be under dynamic stress
equilibrium (σ1 = σ2 ), then equations 2.4 and 2.5 can be reduced to equation 2.6.
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εI + εR =εT

(2.6)

Equation 2.3 and 2.6 are then combined to yield equation 2.7, a simplified expression for
the specimen strain rate. Equation 2.7 is then integrated with respect to time in equation
2.8 to obtain the specimen strain history.

ε̇ = -

2Cb
ε
Ls R

(2.7)

t

2Cb
ε=∫ εR dt
Ls

(2.8)

0

Additionally, the assumption of dynamic stress equilibrium allows the specimen stress
history to be calculated according to equation 2.9.

σ=

AB
E ε
As B T

(2.9)

Therefore if the specimen is in dynamic stress equilibrium, the entire stress-strain response
of the specimen can be obtained using equations 2.8 and 2.9.
In this chapter, Kolsky compression bar systems with two different bar diameters were
used to accommodate the two non-standard specimen geometries. The smaller system
consists of a 3.65 m (12 ft) long incident bar and 1.82 m (6 ft) transmission bar both 19
mm in diameter and comprised of Maraging C300 steel alloy. The larger system consists
of a 3.65 m (12 ft) long incident bar and 3.35 m (11 ft) transmission bar both 50.8 mm in
diameter and comprised of PH 13-8 Molybdenum stainless steel. The striker bars used in
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both systems are the same diameter and made from the same material as the
incident/transmission bars. The striker bar lengths are varied to achieve the desired loading
duration. Both systems use compressed air guns to accelerate the striker bars to the desired
velocity.

Pulse shaping
Unlike conventional material testing machines, which typically use a closed-loop
control system to maintain the desired loading conditions, the short duration of dynamic
material tests makes any such control system impossible. The Kolsky Bar is therefore an
open-loop control system where the loading conditions are a function of the input loading
wave coupled with the specimen’s mechanical response. In order to obtain desirable
loading conditions, such as constant strain-rate loading, the incident loading wave needs to
be tailored to the predicted specimen response. Modifying the incident wave profile is
achieved through a process known as pulse shaping first introduced by Duffy [21]. Since
its inception, the pulse shaping technique has been extensively developed to satisfy the
dynamic boundary conditions of a wide variety of materials. Pulse shaping for Kolsky
compression bar experiments involves placing a relatively soft tip material, often referred
to as a “Pulse-Shaper”, on the end of the incident bar. When the striker impacts this tip
material, it undergoes large plastic deformations, thereby changing the profile of the stress
wave that transmits into the incident bar. The profile of the incident wave can then be
adjusted by changing the geometry and material of the pulse shaper. Brittle materials such
as high strength concrete often exhibit linear elastic deformation up to their failure strength.
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Therefore, an incident loading wave that increases the applied stress at a constant rate will
often result in constant strain rate deformation and stress equilibrium [22,23].
For the smaller diameter Kolsky bar, a compound pulse shaper design comprised of a
primary pulse shaper and a smaller secondary pulse shaper both made of annealed copper
alloy C110 disks and stacked on top of each other was found to yield a linear loading wave.
Adjusting the dimensions of the two pulse shapers along with the striker velocity, allowed
the slope of the incident wave to be adjusted, thereby changing the strain-rate of the
specimen deformation. The details of the pulse shaper design used to deform small
specimens of both materials at strain rates of approximately 100 s-1 and 200 s-1 are listed
in table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Pulse shaper designs used for dynamic testing of the small specimen geometries.
Approximate
Strain-Rate
100s-1

200s-1

Primary Pulse Shaper

Secondary Pulse Shaper

Material

Diameter
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

SCHSC

8.7

1.7

4.8

0.22

Cor-Tuf

8.7

1.7

4.8

0.22

SCHSC

10.3

1.7

4.8

0.22

Cor-Tuf

10.3

1.7

4.8

0.22

When extending the pulse shaping technique to larger diameter Kolsky bar systems, a
logical first step would be to simply scale the pulse shaper design developed for smaller
systems proportionally to the increase in bar diameter. However, increasing the diameter
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of the pulse shaper causes a drastic increase in inertia induced-pressure due to the rapid
radial expansion of the pulse shaper [24]. These inertial effects introduce higher frequency
oscillations superimposed onto the stress wave that transmits into the incident bar thereby
disrupting the linear wave profile. Heard et al. [12] adapted the pulse shaping technique to
a large diameter (50.8 mm) Kolsky compression bar by implementing a novel annular pulse
shaper design to overcome the challenges encountered when pulse shaping for larger
diameter Kolsky bars. Adaptation of the pulse shaping technique is accomplished by using
an annular disk in place of the solid disk used with smaller diameter systems. The use of
an annular disk introduces an additional free surface inside the pulse shaper, significantly
reducing the magnitude of inertial stresses inside the pulse shaper as it undergoes large
radial deformations.
The compound pulse shaper design developed by Heard et al.[12] was adapted for use
with the materials in this study. The pulse shapers used for testing of the larger specimen
geometries on the 50.8 mm Kolsky bar consisted of a primary large annular disk with
smaller solid disks placed on top, all made from annealed copper. The outer diameter of
all primary pulse shapers was selected to be 25.4 mm with the internal diameter ranging
from 10.3 mm to 15.9 mm and thicknesses ranging from 0.8 mm to 1.57 mm. The primary
pulse shaper alone yielded a linear loading ramp that deformed specimens at a strain rate
of approximately 220 s-1. The addition of a secondary pulse shaper and adjustment of the
striker velocity served to decrease the strain-rate to approximately 100 s-1. The details of
the pulse shaper designs used for dynamic testing of the large specimen geometries are
listed in table 2.6 and images of the pulse shapers used for testing of large SCHSC
specimens are shown in figure 2.8 (a) and (b).
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Table 2.6: Pulse shaper designs used for dynamic testing of the large specimen geometries.
Approximate
Strain-Rate
100s-1

220s-1

Primary Pulse Shaper
Material

Secondary Pulse shapers

O.D.
(mm)

I.D.
(mm)

Thick.
(mm)

O.D.
(mm)

Thick.
(mm)

Number

SCHSC

25.4

15.9

1.00

3.20

0.51

6

Cor-Tuf

25.4

13.5

1.57

3.96

0.71

6

SCHSC

25.4

14.4

0.8

N/A

N/A

0

Cor-Tuf

25.4

10.3

1.00

N/A

N/A

0

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: (a) The annular pulse shaper design used for testing of large SCHSC specimens
at 220s-1 and (b) the compound annular pulse shaper for testing of large SCHSC specimens
at 100s-1.
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Testing Conditions
Characteristic examples of the raw data as recorded by the oscilloscope for all
specimen geometries at both dynamic strain rates are shown for SCHSC and Cor-Tuf in
figures 2.9 and 2.10, respectively. It should be noted that in these plots, a positive signal
recorded by the oscilloscope corresponds to a compressive strain in the bars.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.9: Raw signals as recorded by the oscilloscope during tests of 19 mm SCHSC
specimens at strain rates of (a) 100s-1 and (b) 200s-1 as well as 50.8 mm SCHSC specimens
at strain rates of (c) 75s-1 and (d) 220s-1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.10: Raw signals as recorded by the oscilloscope during tests of 15.9 mm Cor-Tuf
specimens at strain-rates of (a) 100s-1 and (b) 200s-1 as well as 50.8 mm Cor-Tuf specimens
at strain rates of (c) 75s-1 and (d) 220s-1.

As shown in these figures, the incident wave consists of a linear loading and unloading
portion resulting in a plateau region on the reflected wave.

The reflected wave is

proportional to the engineering strain-rate of the specimen, according to equation 2.7, and
therefore the plateau observed on the reflected wave corresponds to a duration of constant
strain rate deformation prior to specimen collapse.

As mentioned in section 2.3.2,

equations 2.7-2.9 rely on the assumption of dynamic stress equilibrium. Additionally, if
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stress equilibrium is not achieved, stress gradients within the specimen volume may cause
localized failure, resulting in a measured mechanical behavior that is not representative of
the intrinsic material response. Therefore, it is critical to check the validity of this
assumption by calculating and comparing the stress at both specimen/bar interfaces as a
function of time using equations 2.4 and 2.5. Typical examples of this comparison for
SCHSC and Cor-Tuf are shown in figures 2.11 and 2.12, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.11: Stress equilibrium plots for 19 mm SCHSC specimens at (a) 120s-1, (b)
220s-1, 50.8 mm SCHSC specimens at (c) 100s-1 and (d) 220s-1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.12: Stress equilibrium plots for 15.9 mm Cor-Tuf specimens at (a) 120s-1, (b)
220s-1, 50.8 mm Cor-Tuf specimens at (c) 75s-1 and (d) 220s-1.

As shown, the stresses at both ends of the specimen agree reasonably well during the
loading process, up to specimen failure.

This comparison is performed for every

experiment to ensure the validity of the resulting stress-strain response.

Results
For each loading condition, at least five specimens of each material and specimen
geometry were tested. The observed standard deviation of the measured failure strength
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was less than 7% for each combination of material, specimen geometry, and loading
condition. This variation is significantly less than the uncertainty typically observed in
dynamic experiments on cementitious materials, which is often 10% or higher depending
on many experimental factors [25,26]. The consistency of these results is believed to be
primarily due to the careful specimen preparation procedure and the controlled loading
conditions. The average unconfined compressive failure strengths for the two different
materials of interest are shown in figure 2.13. The strain data from these experiments is
not reported here because the primary focus of this study is the failure strength of these
materials. It should be noted that the standard size specimens were only tested at quasistatic rates, as their large thickness would make achieving dynamic stress equilibrium

Average Strength (MPa)

Average Strength (MPa)

virtually impossible.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: Average failure strength for all specimen geometries as a function of strain
rate of (a) SCHSC and (b) Cor-Tuf.
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Size Effects
At a quasi-static strain rate, the standard-sized specimens exhibited the lowest failure
strength for both materials. While the two non-standard specimen geometries exhibited
higher failure strength, with the 50.8 mm x 12.7 mm specimens consistently yielding the
highest strength for all materials and strain rates. While this trend is consistent for both
materials and strain rates, the amount of variation differs due to differences in both material
properties and specimen geometry.
The lower failure strength observed in larger standard-sized specimens is explained by
the well-established size effect law [27]. However, this does not explain why the failure
strength exhibited by the 50.8 mm specimens is higher than that of the 19 mm or 15.9 mm
specimens. Although in some cases, this difference is smaller than the variation observed
in the failure strength (>7%) and could, therefore, be attributed to experimental uncertainty.
An additional factor known to influence the failure strength of concrete specimens is
the aspect ratio defined as the specimen length divided by the diameter. The aspect ratio
effect has been addressed in two ASTM standards for the testing of concrete specimens
[28,29] which suggest that a correction factor should be applied to the failure strength of
specimens with an aspect ratio less than 2. This effect has also been studied under quasistatic loading conditions by other researchers [6,8–10] who found a significant increase in
failure strength in specimens with an aspect ratio lower than one. As mentioned, the
specimen length in Kolsky bar experiments must be kept small in order to ensure dynamic
stress equilibrium. While the specimen diameter can be adjusted, it must remain large
enough so that the specimen volume can be considered representative of the bulk material.
These constraints result in specimens with low aspect ratios, and therefore, the aspect ratio
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effects cannot be avoided but must be accounted for when interpreting data obtained using
these non-standard specimen geometries. For example, when the specimen thickness is
fixed at 12.7mm and the specimen diameter is decreased from 50.8 mm to 19 mm (or 15.9
mm) the specimen volume is decreased significantly, while the aspect ratio is increased.
The decrease in volume will tend to increase the specimen failure strength while the
increase in aspect ratio will act to decrease the failure strength. These two effects
counteract each other resulting in the slightly higher strength of 50.8 x 12.7 mm specimens
shown in figure 2.13 for both materials at all strain rates, despite the larger specimen
volume. Alternatively, when the diameter is fixed at 50mm and the specimen length is
increased from 12.7 mm to 100 mm, both the specimen volume and aspect ratio are
increased significantly. These two mechanisms will work cooperatively to decrease the
specimen strength resulting in the significantly lower failure strength observed in standardsized specimens shown in figure 2.13.

Rate Effects
To compare the results obtained for both materials and specimen geometries, the
average failure strengths are normalized by their quasi-static failure strength to obtain the
DIF. The measured DIFs for each material and specimen geometry are presented as a
function of strain rate in figure 2.14. To eliminate the effect of specimen size, the failure
strength values used in the DIF calculations were obtained using the same specimen
geometry. As shown in figure 2.14, SCHSC specimens exhibited a maximum DIF of 1.82
with a small variation between the two specimen geometries used. A maximum DIF of
1.78 was observed in Cor-Tuf specimens, with a more significant variation between the
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two specimen geometries. Unlike the measured failure strength, the DIF does not appear
to exhibit any consistent size or shape effect. For example, the large Cor-Tuf specimens
exhibited a larger DIF than the smaller specimens of the same material, while the opposite
trend was observed in SCHSC specimens. For both materials, the variation in DIF at each
strain rate is within 10% and considering the experimental variation of ±7% in the failure
strength measurements, it is reasonable to assume that the DIF in these materials exhibits
no significant size effects.

Figure 2.14: Dynamic increase factors as a function of strain rate for all materials and
specimen geometries.
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When compared with previously published data for other concrete materials
[26,30,31], the DIF observed in this study is significantly lower. At a similar range of strain
rates, the literature suggests DIF values for concrete under unconfined compression in the
range of 2.0 – 2.5. However, these studies used different materials, testing methods, and
specimen geometries, making it difficult to speculate on the cause of this discrepancy. This
discrepancy may be a result of several factors that are important to consider when
comparing DIF values obtained in different studies. Firstly, it is critical to achieve stress
equilibrium in Kolsky bar experiments.

As mentioned, if stress equilibrium is not

achieved, the non-uniform stress field within the specimen may cause localized
deformation and failure leading to inaccurate failure stress measurements. In some cases,
it is difficult to discern if care was taken to achieve dynamic stress equilibrium in early
published studies. Second, the quasi-static failure strength used to calculate the DIF is
often obtained using ASTM standard-sized specimens. If different sized specimens are
then used for both quasi-static and dynamic testing, the significant effects of specimen
geometry will result in an overestimation of the DIF. Finally, if constant strain rate
deformation is not achieved the effects of strain rate fluctuation will introduce multiple
sources of error. Defining the strain rate at which the failure stress was measured becomes
challenging if the strain rate is non-constant and in many cases, an arbitrary strain-rate is
chosen, introducing uncertainty into the reported DIF. Furthermore, as noted by Warren
and Forrestal [24], fluctuation in the strain-rate introduces additional radial stress due to
the specimen inertia. This radial inertial stress increases the measured axial stress in
addition to applying a confining pressure to the specimen. This confining pressure will
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likely further increase the failure strength of concrete specimens due to the welldocumented pressure sensitivity of cementitious materials [3,32]. The combination of these
two effects will serve to cause a significant increase in the measured specimen failure
strength and therefore lead to an overestimation in the DIF.

Conclusion
In this chapter, the effects of specimen size and strain rate on two materials of interest
were characterized. In order to accomplish this, cylindrical specimens of three different
sizes were first fabricated from each material to investigate the effect of specimen volume
and aspect-ratio on failure strength. Specimens were then subjected to unconfined, uniaxial
compression at a range of strain rates using conventional load frames and Kolsky
compression bar systems. The experimental results demonstrated that the Kolsky bar, in
combination with the careful pulse shaping technique is a robust and reliable method for
achieving constant strain-rate deformation and stress equilibrium in dynamic testing of
concrete materials. Specifically, the newly developed annular pulse shaping technique
proved to be a viable method for overcoming the challenges faced in the testing of brittle
materials on large diameter Kolsky Bars. Larger diameter Kolsky bars allow the use of
larger volume specimens while maintaining the relatively short specimen length required
for Kolsky bar testing. This capability, therefore, facilitates the dynamic testing of
heterogeneous materials that require larger specimen geometry to be considered
representative of the bulk material.
The failure strength of both concrete materials tested was found to be dependent on
both the applied strain rate and specimen geometry. However, the DIF for both materials
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exhibited no clear dependence on specimen geometry but appeared to be a function of
strain-rate alone. As mentioned, the ASTM standard size specimens are not suitable for
Kolsky bar testing and could only be deformed at quasi-static strain rates. However as the
DIF appears to be independent of specimen size, it is conceivable that the DIF measured
using the non-standard specimen sizes could be applied to the measured failure strength of
standard specimens, which would provide an estimation of the intrinsic dynamic strength
of the material.
When compared with historical data for the compressive DIF in cementitious
materials, the experimental results presented here suggest a significantly lower value at
high strain rates. It is reasonable to assume that the significant reduction of experimental
errors, including the effects of specimen inertia, interfacial friction, specimen size, and
non-constant strain rate, account for the discrepancies between the DIF values presented
here and the historical data. Despite the improved experimental design, a significant
strength increase at high strain rates is still observed, leading to the conclusion that this rate
sensitivity is primarily a result of the real specimen response. Further observation of the
specimen behavior under dynamic loading is needed to investigate the underlying
mechanisms that drive this strength increase.
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Chapter 3
X-RAY MICROTOMOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES

Introduction
Identification of the underlying mechanisms controlling the dynamic strength increase
observed in concrete and other quasi-brittle materials requires the development of an
experimental technique that enables observation of the material microstructure evolution
in 3D as a result of dynamic loading. In this dissertation, the technique known as X-ray
Computed Microtomography (micro-CT) is implemented to observe and measure
morphological changes in concrete specimens as a result of mechanical loading. MicroCT is a non-destructive imaging technique that has seen increasing application in the field
of experimental mechanics for its ability to take precise 3D measurements of material
morphology.

The high 3D spatial resolution facilitates precise and quantitative

measurements of damage morphology, making micro-CT ideal for the study of damage
evolution in brittle materials [1–7]. Micro-CT is capable of identifying and segmenting
constituents in heterogeneous materials based on relative x-ray attenuation rates. However,
some features cannot be differentiated from one another based on their x-ray attenuation
alone, for example loading induced cracks and naturally occurring porosity. Therefore,
additional segmentation techniques are required to identify and isolate loading induced
cracks in concrete specimens
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In this chapter, the selection of X-ray micro-CT as an observation technique for use in
studying the failure behavior in heterogeneous materials is discussed, including its relative
advantages and disadvantages. The operating principles of X-ray micro-CT and image
analysis are introduced specifically the segmentation techniques used to identify and
separate the constitutive materials in heterogeneous specimens.

The challenges in

detecting and separating loading induced cracks in porous materials are outlined. An
alternative segmentation technique to identify cracks in porous materials is then proposed.
Finally, the proposed technique is tested and optimized using tomographic images of a
single SCHSC specimen with varying degrees of loading induced damage.

Observation Techniques
As discussed in previous chapters, the fracture process may have a significant
influence on the rate-dependent mechanical behavior observed in concrete and other quasibrittle materials.

The ability to observe and measure changes of internal specimen

morphology as a result of applied loading would provide insights into the fracture process
and its effect on the observed mechanical behavior. Development of this capability
requires a non-destructive observation technique that provides high-resolution
measurements of the internal specimen geometry without affecting its structural integrity.
A wide range of techniques have been employed to observe the failure process in brittle
materials including acoustic emission [8,9], high-speed photography [10–15], synchrotron
X-ray [16–19], and X-ray micro-CT [20–22]. Each of these techniques comes with its
inherent advantages and drawbacks, so the appropriate technique or combination of
techniques must be applied depending on the phenomenon of interest. Acoustic emission
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is capable of monitoring the structural integrity of materials in real-time. However, it lacks
the spatial resolution required for detailed analysis of specimen morphology. High-speed
photography offers excellent spatial and temporal resolution. However, this technique is
only capable of making two-dimensional measurements of the specimen surface, so
analysis of the internal damage process in concrete specimens is not possible. Synchrotron
X-ray techniques offer observation of the specimen interior with high spatial and temporal
resolution. However, the resulting images are 2D projections of the specimen interior,
making quantitative measurement of the inherently 3D morphology in concrete specimens
difficult. Additionally, the maximum viewing window in synchrotron X-ray systems is
often small (> 3 mm) [23], making it inadequate for characterization of heterogeneous
materials such as concrete. X-ray micro-CT offers excellent spatial resolution in three
dimensions. However, the long scan time required significantly reduces the temporal
resolution of this method, making it the only of the aforementioned observation techniques
incapable of performing in-situ observation of dynamic events.
The focus of this study is to develop a technique for the high-resolution measurement
of the inherently 3D morphology in heterogeneous materials. For this reason, X-ray microCT is selected as the primary observation tool used in the development of this experimental
technique. The selection of this observation method requires that the mechanical loading
conditions must be adapted to accommodate the extremely low temporal resolution. The
mechanical loading, applied using a Kolsky compression bar system, is designed such that
concrete specimens are subjected to short duration uniaxial compression and unloaded
before complete failure occurs. This allows partially damaged specimens to be recovered
and scanned using X-ray micro-CT. The proposed experimental design would also allow
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the use of high-speed photography as an additional qualitative observation tool to
supplement the measurements made using the Kolsky bar and micro-CT techniques.

X-Ray Micro-Tomography
The basic X-ray micro-CT scanner consists of three components, an X-ray source, a
positioning stage on which the specimen is placed, and an X-ray detector which measures
the radiation intensity distribution transmitted through the specimen. The X-ray generator
is placed such that the beam is projected normal to the detector with the specimen placed
in between the two. The X-ray beam is scattered or absorbed by the materials in the volume
of interest resulting in variations in the radiation intensity incident on the detector. The xray detector measures the transmitted radiation intensity distribution and stores it in the
form of a two-dimensional digital grayscale image, also known as a projection image. The
specimen is then rotated by a small increment and another projection image is captured and
stored. This process is typically repeated until the specimen has made a complete
revolution. A reconstruction algorithm is then used to compute cross-sectional slices of
the specimen using the set of stored projection images. The computed cross-sectional
images can then be digitally stacked to form a 3D grayscale image of the specimen. The
individual steps in this process are presented in figure 3.1. The resulting 3D image is
comprised of 3D grayscale pixels, known as voxels, where the grayscale value of each
voxel is a function of the average relative x-ray attenuation in that region of the specimen
[24]. In a heterogeneous material, such as concrete, the various constitutive materials have
different x-ray attenuation rates. Consequently, the material that exists within each voxel
can be inferred based on the relative grayscale value of that voxel. By labeling each voxel
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as one of the constitutive materials, a high-resolution digital model of each of the specimen
constituents can be generated, allowing the morphology of each constituent to be analyzed
in three dimensions.

Figure 3.1: Micro-CT apparatus and work flow.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the micro-CT data sets used in this dissertation were
obtained using a Bruker SkyScan 1172 high-resolution desk-top micro-CT scanner. The
SkyScan 1172 is equipped with an X-ray tube with a maximum power output of 10 watts
and an adjustable x-ray energy range from 20-100 kV. The X-ray energy distribution is
also adjustable through the use of metallic filters that absorb x-rays within a specific energy
range depending on the attenuation rate and thickness of the filter. The scans presented in
this chapter were obtained using a maximum x-ray energy of 100 kV with filters made of
copper and aluminum foil used to eliminate low energy x-rays. The x-ray projection
images are recorded using an 11 Megapixel (4000x2300) 12 bit CCD. This scanner is
capable of providing sub-micron spatial resolution. However, the actual resolution is a
function of the required field of view. For the scans presented in this chapter, a pixel size
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of 5.24 µm was achieved with a field of view ~21 mm wide. During each scan the specimen
is rotated a total of 360 degrees with a step size of 0.15 degrees, resulting in 2400 projection
images. The projection images were then reconstructed with commercial software utilizing
the Feldkamp cone-beam algorithm. The resulting 3D tomographic image consists of 36.8
billion (4000x4000x2300) grayscale voxels.

Grayscale Segmentation
As mentioned, the projection images and computed cross-sectional images obtained
from a micro-CT scan are in the form of digital grayscale images. Figure 3.2 (a) shows a
grayscale projection image obtained during a typical scan, while figure 3.2 (b) shows one
of the resulting reconstructed cross-sectional slices from that scan. To quantitatively
identify the constitutive material that makes up each voxel, grayscale thresholds are set to
define the attenuation coefficient ranges corresponding to a given material.

These

threshold values can be defined using Otsu’s method [25], a well-known and robust method
for threshold selection in grayscale images. As an example, Otsu’s method has been applied
to the reconstructed slice shown in figure 3.2(b) with the resulting binary images shown in
figure 3.3. In figures 3.3(a)-3.3(c), the black regions in each of the 2D binary images
represent one of the three constituents that make up the grayscale slice shown in figure
3.2(b), i.e., cavity, aggregate, or cement paste. After threshold values are defined, the 3D
grayscale image can be converted into a 3D label array where each voxel is assigned an
integer label corresponding to one of the constitutive materials.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) A typical projection image from a micro-CT scan, and (b) one reconstructed
cross-sectional slice.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: Binary images showing (a) cavities, (b) aggregate, and (c) cement paste present
in this 2D slice.
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Sources of Error in Micro-CT Measurements
While X-ray micro-CT is a powerful non-destructive measurement tool, there are
several sources of error that must be considered when making quantitative measurements
of 3D structures. The first is a physical phenomenon known as beam hardening. Typical
desktop X-ray sources are polychromatic, meaning they generate an x-ray beam comprised
of photons with a range of energies. Lower energy photons will be absorbed more readily
as the beam passes through the specimen, resulting in a change in the energy distribution
spectrum of the beam as it passes through the specimen [24]. This preferential absorption
typically results in an artificial increase in the apparent x-ray attenuation at the outer surface
of the specimen, as a result of more low energy x-rays being absorbed by the outer edge of
the specimen. This effect can be reduced by filtering out lower energy x-rays before
penetrating the specimen with a physical filter made of dense material such as copper. Any
remaining beam hardening can be corrected numerically using commercially available
software after the reconstruction is performed. The second is numerical artifacts that arise
in the reconstructed images, with the most common type being so-called ring artifacts.
Measurement noise in the x-ray detector can cause ring-shaped artifacts in the
reconstructed cross-sectional images [24]. These can be minimized with frequent
calibration and cleaning of the detector, and remaining artifacts can be corrected
numerically using most commercially available micro-CT software. The final notable
source of error in micro-CT based measurement, known as the partial volume effect, is a
consequence of the digital acquisition of x-ray projections. The partial volume effect
occurs when two phases exist in the same voxel region, for example, when a voxel lies on
the boundary between a void and the matrix, the grayscale value of that voxel is taken to
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be the average x-ray attenuation coefficient in that region [24]. This effect essentially blurs
the boundary between two phases and will skew the measurement of feature dimensions.
The resulting measurement error is significant when the size of the feature being measured
is similar to an individual voxel. However this effect is minimized as the feature size
becomes significantly larger than the voxel resolution. As a result, this effect becomes
particularly important when identifying and measuring small slender features such as micro
cracks whose dimensions may be on the order of the image resolution. Our practices
suggest that a 2-D cavity is only identifiable when its dimension in any direction is no less
than 3-4 pixels, with one pixel on each boundary and at least one full pixel (without partial
volume effect) in between. Considering the pixel size of the micro-CT images presented
in this dissertation (~ 5 µm), the respective resolution of the greyscale segmentation is
approximately 20 µm. Any cavity smaller than this size may not be effectively identified.
While features of this size are detectable, error in geometric measurements of such features,
such as volume and surface area, is significant and must be accounted for when interpreting
results.

Crack Segmentation Techniques
The images shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3 were taken from a partially damaged
SCHSC specimen. Therefore, the binary image representing the cavities present in the
slice shown (3.2(a)) consists of voids and a hairline crack located on the right side of the
specimen. As both voids and crack exhibit the same X-ray attenuation rate, an additional
segmentation technique is needed to differentiate these features in order to facilitate an
understanding of damage morphology in concrete.
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There are various techniques for identifying loading induced cracks in 3D microCT scans of brittle materials. A potential crack identification approach is the use of a
motion-based algorithm, such as Digital Volume Correlation (DVC), which has been
successfully implemented to identify cracks in micro-CT scans [26–29]. DVC is similar to
the well-established image processing technique known as Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
in that it uses a set of images of a structure in various states of deformation to generate a
displacement field. The 3D displacement field generated using the DVC technique can be
used to identify discontinuities and cracks in the specimen volume.

Motion-based

algorithms have been shown to be robust crack identification methods.

However,

generating displacement fields using multiple high-resolution 3D datasets is
computationally expensive. More importantly, motion-based algorithms require at least
two datasets, including a reference dataset, to calculate a displacement field. This makes
detection of preexisting damage in a single micro-CT scan using this technique impossible,
as a reference dataset without preexisting cracks cannot be obtained.
An alternative technique, often referred to as geometric segmentation, identifies cracks
based on their relative shape as compared to the naturally occurring voids. A significant
advantage of this technique is its ability to identify cracks in a single micro-CT image of a
porous material without the need for a reference image. This technique relies on the fact
that in brittle porous materials, mechanical-loading-induced cracks tend to form vastly
different geometries than the naturally occurring voids. As a result, the geometry of each
cavity in the specimen can be analyzed and compared to differentiate cracks from naturally
occurring voids. This is accomplished by assigning some scalar shape factor to each cavity
in the specimen, threshold values can then be defined and the cavities can be classified.
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There are many different choices of geometric values that can be used as a shape factor.
In this chapter, three different shape factors will be investigated and compared to find the
most effective for identification of loading induced damage in concrete specimens.

Geometric Segmentation in 2D
To illustrate the methodology of a shape-based segmentation algorithm, a simplified
2D version of the algorithm is applied to a single trans-axial binary cavity-image shown in
figure 3.5(a). First, all of the connected areas are identified and labeled using a connected
components algorithm.

Once the individual areas are labeled, various geometric

parameters can be calculated and utilized to define a characteristic shape-factor for each
area. In the same way that a grayscale threshold is defined to classify the type of phase in
each voxel, a shape-factor threshold can be defined to classify each cavity either as a crack
or a void. In this 2D example, the shape-factor C is defined as the circularity of each area,
defined by equation (3.1).

c=

P2
4πA

(3.1)

Where P and A are the perimeter and area of a specific cavity region, respectively. Four
examples of typical cavities found on cross-sectional slices of concrete specimens and their
corresponding circularities are shown in figure 3.4.
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c =1.18

c =1.76

c =14.47

c =224.44

Figure 3.4: Four examples of typical cavities found in cross-sectional slices of concrete
specimens and their corresponding circularities.

The circularity of a perfect circle is unity and becomes larger with increasing tortuosity, as
shown in figure 3.4. Therefore, the circularity parameter can be used to classify each region
in a binary image, such as the cross-sectional slice shown in figure 3.5(a). After calculating
the circularity for each area in the binary image, Otsu’s method can be employed again and
applied to the circularity distribution to define a circularity threshold. All cavities with a
circularity greater than the threshold are classified as cracks while all other cavities are
defined as voids. Figures 3.5(b) and (c) show the results of this thresholding procedure
applied to the original 2D slice shown in figure 3.5(a). The circularity threshold found
using Otsu’s method for the slice shown is 4.62.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Binary images of the cavities present in this 2D slice: (a) before thresholding
procedure, (b) cavities classified as voids by the thresholding procedure and, (c) cavities
classified as cracks.

The cavities with a circularity below this threshold are shown in figure 3.5(b) while
the cavities with greater circularity are shown in figure 3.5(c). It is evident that the binary
image shown in figure 3.5(c) consists of only cracks with connected voids, while all other
areas in figure 3.5(b) are voids. It should be noted that the cavity phases represented in
each of these images are shown in black, while the background is in white. This method
has proven to be an efficient and robust method of identifying cracks in two-dimensional
slices of concrete specimens.

However, damage propagation in brittle materials is

inherently a 3D phenomenon; therefore, to examine damage morphology in the specimen
volume, this technique must be extended to 3D requiring the definition of a3D shape factor.
In 3D geometric segmentation, the choice of shape factor can have a significant influence
on the segmentation results. In the following sections of this chapter, three shape factors
are introduced and their relative performance compared, in order to identify the most
effective 3D shape factor for later use in this study.
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Volumetric Segmentation
A basic technique used in previously published studies [7] simply uses the volume of
each cavity in the specimen as the shape factor, which effectively labels the largest cavities
in the specimen as cracks. This technique can be effective for materials with discrete
porosity and/or heavily damaged specimens with a network of large interconnected cracks.
In these cases, the crack volume is typically much larger than that of the pre-existing voids.
This technique is computationally efficient and can be implemented with most
commercially available micro-CT software. However, the disadvantage of this technique
is also unavoidable for materials with small cracks and/or relatively large interconnected
pore networks. In the case of crack volumes smaller than some of the voids or void-clusters
in the specimen, larger voids/void-clusters would be unavoidably misidentified as cracks,
making it difficult, if not impossible, to isolate cracks using this technique alone.
Therefore, the volume threshold technique may be ineffective for concrete materials
experiencing the early stages of damage where small cracks are initiated in the bulk, but
an extensive crack network has not yet formed. Further decreasing the viability of this
technique for use in this study are the relatively large void-clusters present in the materials
of interest.

3D Geometric Segmentation
A shape factor that is based on purely 3D measurements was proposed previously by
Nagy et al. [30] to identify the type of 3D features in concrete specimens. The
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dimensionless shape factor is a function of volume and surface area and is defined by
Equation (3.2).
3

A2f
M=
V

(3.2)

Where Af and V are the surface area and volume of the cavity, respectively. The value
of this dimensionless 3D-shape metric M is minimum for a perfect sphere and becomes
larger as the cavity shape deviates from spherical. A slender tortuous volume such as a
crack will exhibit a more substantial shape factor than a spherical volume, making it
possible to differentiate between the two by setting a proper threshold. This technique
requires the calculation of the surface area of each volume, which can be computationally
challenging for large 3D voxel data sets produced by micro-CT. However, as the shape
factor, M, is a function of orientation independent parameters, this technique is believed to
be insensitive to the crack orientation within the specimen.

Quasi-3D Geometric Segmentation
In an attempt to pursue a more computationally efficient algorithm, the 2D geometric
segmentation technique described previously was applied to 3D datasets. In order to
achieve this goal, every connected cavity in the specimen was first identified and labeled
using a connected component algorithm. Following this procedure, the 2D circularity
metric was calculated where each cavity intersects a given trans-axial slice. This procedure
was then repeated for every slice, so the circularity distribution, along the axial direction,
for each cavity in the specimen was obtained and stored. Following the calculation of the
circularity metrics, the median of the circularity distribution for each cavity is obtained and
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used as the shape factor of the respective 3D cavity. By using this technique, an isolated
void has a shape factor of approximately 1, while a typical void-cluster (interconnected
voids) has a shape factor of 10–20, and a typical crack has a shape factor of 50–60. By
applying this “quasi-3D” technique, a threshold can be determined to separate the 3D
cracks from voids and void-clusters. A similar concept of using information from a stack
of 2D slices to characterize 3D features, instead of simply conducting global 3D
measurements, is also adopted by Deng et al. [31] to increase the accuracy of grayscale
segmentation. Furthermore, this technique offers the potential for higher computational
efficiency since the calculation of circularity metrics does not need to be performed for
every slice. For example, it can be performed on every other slice, which would effectively
reduce the shape-factor computation time by half. However, a potential limitation of this
quasi-3D technique is that the damage in the specimen has to be in the form of sharp axial
cracks (which is typically the case under uniaxial compression) in order for the algorithm
to function correctly, as sharp cracks normally have a much larger shape factor value,
compared to voids and void-clusters. It needs to be noted that, if the damage morphology
takes another form under different stress states, i.e., triaxial stress state, and therefore, the
choice of shape factor must be adjusted accordingly.

Comparison of Segmentation Techniques
Once a shape factor is determined for every cavity in the voxel array using each of
the three techniques, a threshold can be defined so that every cavity is classified as either
a crack or a void. This threshold can be defined manually or using a thresholding procedure
such as Otsu's method. In order to provide a data set for the purpose of comparing the three
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segmentation techniques discussed in this paper, a single SCHSC specimen was subjected
to six short-duration intermittent loading cycles using a single loading Kolsky compression
bar. During each loading cycle, the specimen was subjected to a constant uniform
compressive stress at ~130 MPa for approximately 50 μs. Consequently, the damage in
the bulk of the specimen evolved during each loading cycle. However, due to the
specifically designed short loading duration, damage propagation is only incremental, and
the eventual catastrophic failure did not occur until the 6th (and final) loading cycle. A
micro-CT scan of the specimen was taken before the first loading cycle and after each
subsequent loading cycle, except for the final loading cycle during which the specimen
fragmented completely. Tomographic images were collected following each intermittent
loading cycle allowing the observation of damage evolution at four instances during the
failure process. This arrangement allows the comparison of damage morphology in the
concrete specimen after each successive loading event. Detectable cracks did not appear
in the tomographic scans until after the third loading cycle; so for the purposes of this study,
only the 3rd-6th scans were used to compare the segmentation techniques. The 3rd scan
provides a good test to assess the performance of the segmentation technique to detect
small cracks since the cracks present in this micro-CT scan are similar in size to the preexisting voids in the specimen. Conversely, in the 6th and final scan, the specimen is
heavily damaged with a network of large interconnecting cracks, providing an ideal
scenario to examine the robustness of each segmentation technique to detect large cracks.
Figure 3.6 shows 3D images of the cavities identified as cracks by each of the three
segmentation techniques.

The volumes identified by each algorithm were carefully
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inspected manually, using the tomographic image of the pristine specimen as a reference,
to assess the accuracy of the segmentation results.
As shown in figure 3.6, the volume threshold technique was unable to identify any
damage/crack in the 3rd scan. This is mainly due to the relatively small crack size at this
stage of loading. However, manual investigation revealed that the volume threshold
technique was, in general, more accurate than the true 3D geometric threshold technique,
which misidentified many void-clusters as cracks. These void-clusters are formed by a
group of interconnected spherical voids close enough together to share voxels and therefore
get identified as one connected volume. They usually possess a large surface-area-tovolume ratio and can result in a true 3D shape factor larger than that of a small crack.
Among the three techniques compared here, the quasi-3D threshold technique using the
median circularity metric appears to be the most effective in separating a small, developing
crack. In the subsequent 4th and 5th scans, damage progression in the specimen is apparent
as a result of the incremental impact loadings. Both the volume and the quasi-3D threshold
techniques produce very similar damage morphologies with a large crack located on the
top left corner of the specimen. This same crack was also recognizable through the true
3D technique, which misidentifies fewer void-clusters as the size of the crack increases.
As the cracks grow, their respective 3D shape factors increase and eventually outweigh
those of the void-clusters. Nevertheless, some of the pre-existing void-clusters still cannot
be completely separated using the true 3D thresholding process. For the 6th and last scan,
all three techniques produced almost identical damage morphology from the severely
damaged concrete specimen. It is evident from this scan that an extensive crack network
has formed inside the bulk specimen through the entire thickness.
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True 3D Threshold

Quasi-3D Threshold

Scan 6

Scan 5

Scan 4

Scan 3

Volume Threshold

Figure 3.6: Three-Dimensional renderings of cracks detected by each of the three
segmentation techniques after incremental loading cycles. Each scan number
corresponds to the respective loading increment. The red phase is identified as “crack”
while the rest of the specimen is the grey background.
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The largest crack opening aperture is in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 mm while the volume and
surface area of this crack network are calculated to be 45.1 mm2 and 103.08 mm3
respectively. However, it is noted that the measured surface area and volume include the
contribution from the voids that are connected to the crack network. The presence of this
crack is believed to significantly compromise the load-bearing capacity of the material,
leading to catastrophic failure of the specimen during the last loading increment.
Although both the true 3D and quasi-3D techniques use geometric shape factors to
distinguish the pre-existing voids/void-clusters from the mechanical loading-induced
cracks, the definition of their respective shape factors are very different. For the true 3D
technique, the shape factor is simply defined as the ratio between the surface area and
volume of a particular 3D cavity phase. In this case, even a slight deviation from a perfectly
spherical shape would result in a change of the shape factor. As a result, a cluster of
interconnected voids may exhibit a shape factor similar to that of a small crack. This is the
main reason why the true 3D technique misidentified many void-clusters as cracks at the
initial stages of damage evolution. The quasi-3D technique, on the other hand, establishes
a metric of 2D circularity shape factors based on the 2D slices of a 3D cavity phase, and
then uses the median, but not average, of this circularity metric to represent this particular
cavity. Since most of the voids in void-clusters are connected through a relatively small
number of voxels (i.e., the voids are barely touching each other), only a small number of
2D projections of these clusters contain features with large shape factors. Using the median
of the metric could effectively prevent a small number of outliers from skewing the entire
dataset. For this reason, the quasi-3D technique is more effective than the true 3D
technique to separate void-clusters from the cracks.
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All three algorithms were

implemented using MatLab on a single workstation computer with an 8 core 3.5 GHz CPU
and 256 Gb of RAM.

Using the Quasi-3D algorithm, the entire image processing

procedure required approximately 20 hours of computation time for the data set shown,
which was about 25% faster than the true 3D algorithm on the same computer. This
computation time can also be significantly reduced if the 2D analysis is not performed on
every slice, for example, if the analysis is performed on every other slice of this dataset,
the shape factor computation time is reduced by approximately 50%.
In order to compare the computational efficiency of each of the 3D shape factors, the
time required to calculate the shape factors for all cavities in the 6th scan of the SCHSC
specimen shown in figure 3.6, are listed in table 3.1. To illustrate the adjustability of the
quasi-3D method, the tabulated computation times for the quasi-3D method include the
computation performed on every slice, every other slice, and every 4th slice.

The

tomographic image of the specimen consists of 32 billion voxels and the connected
components algorithm identified and labeled 90,503 interconnected volumes, each
consisting of at least 200 voxels.

Table 3.1: Comparison of the computation times for each of the 3D shape factors applied
to the 6th scan of the SCHSC specimen shown in figure 3.6 dataset.
Quasi-3D
Volume

Computation
Time

1.4 s

True-3D
Every Slice

Every Other
Slice

Every
Fourth Slice

938.6 s

486.9 s

238.4 s

3049.9 s
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Summary
In this chapter, three different geometric segmentation techniques were described
and applied to tomographic images for a concrete specimen with varying degrees of
damage introduced by dynamic intermittent loading through a modified single-loading
Kolsky compression bar system. Despite all three techniques producing almost identical
results when segregating a large size crack network, it was shown that the volume threshold
segmentation technique is only effective when the volume of the crack is significantly
larger than that of the naturally occurring voids. This technique may face significant
challenges in detecting small cracks if there are large voids or void-clusters present in the
bulk. The effectiveness of the true 3D technique is also influenced by the presence of voidclusters, due to the resemblance in shape factors between these void-clusters and small
cracks. As a result, the true 3D technique tends to misidentify the void-clusters as cracks
at many stages of the damage evolution process. Among the three techniques evaluated,
the novel quasi-3D technique is the most accurate at identifying and segregating cracks of
various sizes in the bulk of the concrete specimen. By adopting a metric of 2D shape
factors (instead of one single shape factor) and using the median (instead of the average)
value to quantify the shape of each volume, the quasi-3D technique reduces the possibility
of a skewed shape factor due to partial irregularity of a 3D phase. Consequently, this
technique is not affected by the presence of void-clusters and is capable of capturing the
mechanical loading-induced damage evolution in concrete specimens at any stage of the
failure process. This characteristic may prove to be beneficial for future studies on
quantitative analyses of crack propagation during the failure process of brittle porous
materials.
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With an algorithm developed and optimized to identify cracks in cementitious
specimens, this newly developed capability can be applied to study the behavior of the
materials of interest in greater detail. In subsequent chapters, dynamic loading conditions
are designed to study the physical mechanisms driving the rate-dependent failure behavior
discussed previously, leveraging this non-destructive imaging and analysis technique.
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Chapter 4
CONSTANT STRESS LOADING

Introduction
Failure of concrete in uniaxial compression begins with the nucleation and propagation
of microcracks. Microcracks typically nucleate from the interface between the matrix and
aggregate materials and are, therefore, often referred to as bond cracks [1]. However, in
higher strength concretes, the improved interfacial bond may reduce the likelihood of
cracks initiating at the interface between constituents as well as increasing the probability
of cracks propagating through the aggregate [2]. These microcracks propagate stably into
the matrix until they coalesce into one or more major cracks, in a process known as strain
localization. These major cracks then propagate stably, typically in the direction of the
applied load, until one or more reaches a critical length causing the onset of rapid unstable
crack growth and specimen fragmentation [2–4]. In higher strength concretes, which
exhibit more brittle response than conventional concrete [5], this fragmentation process is
practically instantaneous when compared with the relatively long loading duration of a
typical quasi-static loading experiment. In this case, the stress increase that occurs between
the onset of major crack propagation and complete specimen collapse is negligible. In a
dynamic loading experiment, the loading rate is as much as six orders of magnitude higher
than in quasi-static experiments, therefore, a significant stress increase is often observed
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after the onset of unstable crack growth due to the limited crack propagation rate in
combination with the rapid loading [6–10]. This behavior has been observed in the
dynamic loading of brittle transparent materials where the onset of strain localization and
unstable crack growth can be observed in-situ using high-speed photography [7].
However, the observed stress increase as a result of unstable crack growth is not considered
representative of the intrinsic material properties but rather the structural response of the
specimen [6]. The contribution of the major crack propagation process to the total dynamic
strength increase in cementitious materials is unclear as it is challenging to identify the
onset of strain localization, particularly when studying opaque heterogeneous materials.
Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that the time-dependent nature of the failure
process before the onset of strain localization, which is dominated by the nucleation and
growth of microcracks, may also have a significant influence on the mechanical response
of the specimen [11,12].
Numerical studies have been performed to investigate the dynamic failure process in
concretes. However, they often treat the material as a continuum and therefore do not
explicitly model the effects of porosity and aggregates. Numerical studies that do explicitly
model the effects of porosity have found that the size and distribution of voids have a
significant role in the rate-dependent failure observed in brittle materials [13–15].
Unfortunately, there is limited experimental work on the interaction of damage evolution
with the internal void structure in concrete, especially under dynamic loading.
In this chapter, dynamic experimental conditions are designed to study the failure
process in SCHSC specimens utilizing the observation capabilities developed in the
previous chapter. This is accomplished by designing loading conditions to investigate the
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total duration of the failure process in SCHSC specimens. Measuring this duration will
provide insight into the contribution that this time-dependent process may have in the total
strength increase observed under high-strain rate loading. Additionally, the experimental
design facilitates the interruption of the loading process, allowing the state of damage
within recovered specimens to be studied. The ability to observe specimen morphology
will allow the onset of strain localization to be identified by the development of major
cracking.

The micro-CT analysis will also allow measurement of other material

characteristics to be conducted, such as changes in porosity, as a result of the applied
loading.

Procedure
During a conventional high strain-rate loading experiment on concrete, specimens are
deformed at a constant strain rate until the complete loss of load-bearing capability. In
brittle specimens, this is accomplished by increasing the applied stress at a constant-rate,
which in combination with the linear-elastic material response results in a constant rate of
deformation up to failure. The combination of increasing applied stress and the high
deformation rate complicates speculation on the influence of these two factors on the
observed specimen behavior. In an attempt to delineate the effects of applied stress level
from those of strain rate, impulse loading waves were specially designed such that
specimens are subjected to a short duration (< 300 μs) constant uniaxial compression at
pre-determined stress levels. Holding the applied stress constant allows the effects of
applied stress to be studied independently from those of strain-rate. This loading is
achieved using the 19mm diameter Kolsky bar system introduced in Chapter 1, with a 3.65
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m (12 ft) long incident bar and 1.82 m (6 ft) transmission bar both comprised of maraging
C300 steel alloy. The system utilizes a compressed air gun with a barrel 1.82 m (6 ft) in
length to accelerate the striker bar to the desired velocity. The striker bar used for all
experiments presented in this chapter is comprised of the same material with the same
diameter and 762 mm (2.5 ft) in length. The pulse shapers used to generate the desired
incident loading waves were annealed copper disks approximately 0.27 mm thick with
diameters ranging from 3 mm to 5.5 mm. Pulse shaping in these experiments is essential
to eliminate variation in the applied stress [16]. Additionally, reducing oscillations in the
input loading wave improves the dynamic stress equilibrium conditions throughout the
loading process and significantly reduces the effects of radial inertia discussed in Chapter
2 [17,18].
All results presented in this chapter were obtained using SCHSC specimens 19 mm in
diameter and 12.7 mm long. Due to the small aggregate size in this material (< 3 mm),
these relatively small specimens can be considered representative of the bulk material [19–
21]. Additionally, this specimen geometry allows the use of smaller diameter Kolsky
compression bars and facilitates higher resolution micro-CT scans. However, as discussed
in Chapter 1, the effects of specimen size must be considered when interpreting failure
strength results using this specimen geometry. As shown in Chapter 2, these specimens
were found to have average unconfined compressive strengths ranging from 110 MPa at a
quasi-static strain-rate of 10-4s-1 to 180 MPa and 201 MPa at dynamic strain rates of 100s1

and 180s-1 respectively.
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Dynamic Loading
The amplitudes of the constant stress loading pulses were selected to be at various
levels above the quasi-static failure strength of the SCHSC material. The application of
this overload ensures the initiation of damage, while the use of the Kolsky bar enables
measurement of the specimen’s mechanical response with high temporal resolution under
short loading durations. Furthermore, this experimental design allows the loading duration
to be adjusted such that the specimen can be unloaded after the initiation of damage but
before complete fragmentation. This experimental design facilitates a detailed examination
of the partially damaged specimens using high-resolution micro-CT and the analysis
techniques discussed in Chapter 3. Results of these scans are then compared to a scan of
the pristine specimen taken before loading to investigate changes in the specimen
morphology as a result of the applied loading history.

Results and Discussion
Stress-Strain Response
The stress, strain, and strain-rate histories recorded for a single SCHSC specimen
subjected to a constant uniaxial stress loading pulse of ~140 MPa are presented in figure
4.1. When the stress is first applied, there is an initial rapid increase in strain-rate as the
specimen deforms under the applied load. As the stress level plateaus, the strain rate
steadily decreases to near zero after approximately 150 μs. This trend is also reflected in
the strain history, which shows a saturation after the initial rise. Throughout this duration,
the specimen is supporting a load well above its quasi-static failure strength with little
deformation. The end of this constant stress loading is marked by an increase in the strain86

rate, corresponding to an exponential increase in specimen strain and a decrease in
specimen stress. This increase in strain rate is caused by a significant decrease in the
specimen stiffness, which corresponds to the coalescence of one or more major cracks and
strain localization [2].

150 μs

75μs

Figure 4.1: Stress, Strain, and Strain-Rate histories of a single SCHSC specimen subjected
to uniaxial compressive stress of approximately 140MPa.

The coalescence of major cracks accelerates the failure process and eventually leads to
unstable crack growth and complete specimen collapse. The results presented in figure 4.1
suggest that the duration between the onset of major crack growth and complete specimen
collapse is on the order of ~75 μs, which is a significant portion of the loading process.
Additionally, there is a duration of approximately 150 μs before the apparent onset of major
crack propagation in which the specimen exhibits little deformation. The nucleation and
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growth of microcracks presumably drives the material behavior during this duration. These
results suggest that the time-dependent failure behavior in short duration loading is driven
predominantly by the microfracture process. This would indicate that the same processes
responsible for the quasi-brittle nature of cementitious materials may account for a
significant portion of the dynamic strength increase. This hypothesis will be explored
further in Section 4.3.2 using the experimental techniques developed in Chapter 3.
As mentioned previously, it is critical for specimens to be under dynamic stress
equilibrium throughout the loading process. This requirement ensures both the accuracy
of the stress/strain calculations made using equations 2.7-2.9 as well as maximizing the
uniformity of specimen deformation. To check the dynamic stress equilibrium condition,
the stresses on both the incident and transmission bar sides of the specimen are calculated,
using equations 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. The stresses on both ends of the specimen whose
response is shown in figure 4.1 were calculated using equations 2.4 and 2.5 and compared
in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The stresses acting on both ends of the specimen throughout a typical constantstress loading experiment, their close agreement indicates that the specimen is under
dynamic stress equilibrium.

The close agreement between the two stress histories indicates satisfactory dynamic
stress equilibrium throughout the majority of the loading process. The most significant
deviation from dynamic stress equilibrium occurs as the stress level begins to drop which
corresponds to the onset of major crack propagation and specimen failure.
Experiments of this type were repeated many times exhibiting results similar to the
behavior displayed in figure 4.1. In order to investigate the time duration for which
specimens could support the applied overload, the stress level applied to each specimen
was varied. The results from these experiments are presented in figure 4.3 in the form of
a scatterplot. This figure clearly exhibits a correlation between the applied stress level and
its respective loading duration prior to specimen failure. The loading duration for each
specimen is defined as the period for which the strain rate is at or near zero. During this
duration, the stresses on either end of the specimen remain relatively constant and in close
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agreement. So, the specimen can be considered to be under constant stress loading and in
dynamic equilibrium. Specimen failure is considered to occur when the strain rate begins
to rapidly increase corresponding to a drop in specimen stress and a slight deviation from
dynamic stress equilibrium.
Applying an exponential decay fit to the data in figure 4.3 reveals a trend that
asymptotically approaches the average quasi-static strength for these specimens as the
loading duration increases. The results also demonstrate that this stress threshold appears
to occur after approximately 400 μs of loading. Since a typical quasi-static test normally
takes several seconds to several minutes, these findings may shed light on the early
development of damage in concrete that leads to spontaneous catastrophic failure at the
peak stress. Additionally, the total duration to failure found in these experiments is
significant when compared to the duration of a typical high strain rate experiment (200300 μs). Figure 4.3 also implies that the total loading duration required to initiate damage
in the material decreases with increasing stress level. In dynamic constant strain-rate
experiments where the specimens experience a monotonic stress increase, the damage
initiation is likely dependent on the competition between the rising stress and the
consequent decrease of loading duration. These experimental findings may provide a new
perspective in explaining the widely observed strain-rate effects of concrete failure
strength, especially under dynamic loading conditions.
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Figure 4.3: Experimental characterization of the relation between the applied constant
stress and total loading duration to failure for concrete specimens.

There are two limitations in the current constant stress experiments that must be
mentioned here. First, due to the nature of the Kolsky bar apparatus, the constant stress
cannot be applied instantaneously and therefore, the amount of time required to ramp up
the applied stress must be considered. For lower amplitude loadings, this duration is
significantly shorter than the constant stress duration and therefore renders limited impact
to the data interpretation. However, as the stress amplitude is increased, this duration
becomes more significant. For this reason, constant stress durations less than ~50 μs are
difficult to achieve without accounting for a substantial stress buildup process above the
quasi-static failure strength. Secondly, due to the limited length of the Kolsky bar
apparatus used in this study, the duration of the longest possible constant stress pulse is
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approximately 300 μs. In this case, multiple loading and unloading cycles are required to
achieve longer loading durations. However, the necessity of multiple loading cycles has
the beneficial side effect of allowing the specimen to be recovered and analyzed in between
each loading cycle, allowing the evolution of specimen morphology as a result of the
applied loading to be analyzed. These additional loading cycles may affect the overall
specimen response.
In order to investigate the effect of these additional loading cycles, an input loading
wave was designed to mimic only the loading/unloading trails without the constant stress
plateau in between. An example of such an incident loading wave, compared to the
constant stress loading wave, is shown in figure 4.4. Specimens subjected to this loading
arrangement required significantly more loading cycles (at least 20-100 depending on
stress levels) before damage occurred. Considering that even the longest loading duration
imposed on the specimens presented in figure 4.3 (~1100 microseconds) at the lowest stress
level comprises only 5-6 loading cycles, it is reasonable to assume that the specimen
response is dominated by the constant stress portions of the loading history. Despite the
aforementioned limitations, the use of multiple loading cycles has the benefit of allowing
detailed micro-CT analysis of the recovered specimens in between each loading cycle.
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Figure 4.4: An example of a constant-stress incident loading wave compared with a nonconstant stress incident wave designed to mimic only the loading and unloading portions
of the constant-stress wave.

Specimen Response under Multiple Loadings
Figure 4.5 shows all of the stress waves, as recorded by the oscilloscope, obtained
from subjecting a single SCHSC specimen to repeated constant stress loading pulses with
~126 MPa amplitude and 300 μs duration. A total of six loading cycles are presented in
this figure to demonstrate the excellent repeatability of these tests. As shown in figure 4.5,
the specimen completely fractured during the 6th loading cycle causing the transmitted
wave to drop. Micro-CT scans were taken before and after each loading cycle to monitor
the changes in microstructure with particular attention to the damage initiation and
evolution. The specimen was loaded and recovered five times before complete failure
occurred approximately 100 μs into the sixth and final loading cycle. This allowed a total
of six micro-CT scans to be conducted throughout the loading process, including an initial
scan taken of the pristine specimen. Figure 4.6 shows the same cross-sectional slice from
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the micro-CT scans taken after the 4th and 5th loading cycles with the detected cracks
magnified and highlighted. Loading induced cracks were not detected until after the 4 th
loading cycle, as shown in figure 4.6(a). This crack network was observed to have grown
after the 5th loading cycle, as shown in figure 4.6(b), and lead to complete specimen
collapse in the 6th and final loading cycle.

Figure 4.5: The six incident, reflected, and transmitted waves recorded during the loading
of a single SCHSC specimen. Specimen failure took place during the 6th loading cycle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Tomography of the same slice in the concrete specimen taken after (a) the 4th
loading cycle and (b) the 5th loading cycle, with the crack network magnified and
highlighted in red.
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The crack network shown in figure 4.6 indicates that the onset of strain localization
occurred during the 4th loading cycle. However crack growth ceased when the applied
load was removed, indicating that the crack propagation remained stable until the 6th
loading cycle.
Measurements taken of the recovered specimen using a high-resolution digital
micrometer revealed a slight accumulation of residual strain after the 1st and 5th loading
cycle. Additionally, a slight decrease in specimen stiffness was observed during each
loading cycle. These observed trends are plotted in figure 4.7. It must be noted that while
the strain accumulation was measurable, the total change in specimen length was on the
order of 4μm which is near the least count of the measurement device, resulting in the
relatively large error bars shown in figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The residual strain and stiffness for the SCHSC specimen subjected to 6 shortduration, constant-stress, loading cycles.
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The observed decrease in specimen stiffness is believed to be caused by the nucleation and
growth of microcracks with apertures below the micro-CT resolution. However, during
the 4th loading cycle, these micro-cracks coalesced to form a crack network large enough
to be detected in the 5th micro-CT scan. This crack network is believed to be the primary
cause of the decrease in specimen stiffness observed in the final two loading cycles. A
portion of this crack network and its evolution during the 5th loading cycle is shown in
figure 4.6. The maximum crack aperture (excluding connected porosity) in scan 6 was
found to be approximately 36.7 μm (7 pixels).
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the observed mechanical response, a
detailed analysis of the micro-CT scans obtained before and after each loading cycle was
conducted. The micro-CT data obtained between each loading cycle offered an excellent
opportunity to study the changes in specimen morphology as a result of the mechanical
loading in a more quantitative fashion. A connected components algorithm allows each
cavity in the micro-CT scans to be identified, labeled, and measured. This procedure
allows tracking of an individual void or a subset of voids through each scan to observe its
evolution as a result of the intermittent mechanical loading. Additionally, using the
procedure outlined in Chapter 3, preexisting voids in the micro-CT scans can be
differentiated from loading induced cracks in order to investigate their evolution
independently.
A preliminary analysis of the micro-CT results revealed a small but measurable
decrease in the overall specimen porosity after the first 3 loading cycles (scans 2-4), as
shown in figure 4.8. This decrease is followed by an increase in porosity observed in the
fifth and sixth scan corresponding to the coalescence and growth of a major crack network.
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Analysis of the void distribution revealed no significant decrease in the number of voids,
meaning the decrease in porosity is not a result of void collapse. To further investigate this
observed porosity decrease before the initiation of major crack propagation, a
representative subset of voids was selected for geometric analysis. This subset is selected
to include all voids that did not become connected to the crack network in the fifth and
sixth scan, allowing the influence of the crack network on the porosity analysis to be
eliminated. Additionally, the subset also excluded voids smaller than approximately 6
voxels in diameter, as the error in geometric measurements due to the partial volume effect
is more significant for smaller volumes [22]. The equivalent diameter of each void in this
subset is calculated, and the average equivalent diameter of the subset is also plotted in
figure 4.8.

Cracks
Detected

Figure 4.8: The total porosity and the average equivalent diameter of a representative
subset of voids measured in each micro-CT scan.
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These results indicate that the observed decrease in overall porosity prior to damage
initiation is due to void compaction. Tracking the evolution of a subset of voids separated
from the crack network also revealed that this trend continues after the initiation of major
crack propagation. A significant decrease in the average void diameter is observed
between the final two scans just before the complete failure of the specimen. This is likely
caused by the loss of load-bearing capacity in the region of the specimen affected by the
crack network, which results in a redistribution of stress to the intact portions of the
specimen and therefore increased void compaction.

Further analysis of void shape

measurements did not reveal any preferential directionality in the void size decrease.
While void dimensions may be expected to decrease primarily along the direction of the
loading axis, the micro-CT analysis does not suggest any anisotropy in void compaction.
However, it needs to be pointed out that the detected average diameter change is only
slightly higher than the spatial resolution of the CT scans. The lack of observed anisotropy
can be affected by this experimental constraint. Future analysis with higher resolution CT
scans may shed more light on the evolution of porosity in concrete under dynamic loading
conditions.
An additional analysis of the voids subset that did eventually become connected to the
crack network was also performed. The distribution of void size in the pristine specimen
and the subset of voids that lay on the crack path are compared in figure 4.9. As shown in
this figure, there is a notable difference in size distribution between these two groups of
voids. The two plots cross over at around 90 µm equivalent void diameter. The evolving
crack network appears to have a clear preference to interact with larger size voids in the
bulk, possibly due to the higher splitting tensile stress that occurs around larger voids [23].
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This indicates that crack propagation in concrete materials can be influenced by specific
microstructural features, and a preferential crack propagation path might exist for concrete
materials with inhomogeneous void size distribution.

Figure 4.9: Comparison of void diameter distribution between the pristine specimen and
the subset that eventually became connected to the crack network.

These results agree with some previously published studies which found that at lower
strain rates, cracks tend to nucleate from larger flaws [24–26]. Further investigation of the
crack propagation path, particularly in specimens subjected to high-strain rate loading, may
provide important underpinnings for multi-scale damage model development and
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validation. Development of such models would then hopefully provide more insight into
the damage evolution process in high-performance concrete materials under dynamic
loadings.

Summary
The mechanical response of SCHSC specimens subjected to short-duration constant
stress loadings was carefully analyzed. The experimental results show that under uniaxial
compressive loading, SCHSC specimens were capable of supporting mechanical stress
above their failure strength for short durations. The duration for which SCHSC specimens
are capable of supporting an applied overload was found to be highly dependent on the
applied stress. This discovery may have important implications on the widely observed
strain-rate effects of concrete failure strength. The morphological evolution of a single
SCHSC specimen subjected to six constant stress loading cycles was carefully analyzed.
A slight accumulation of permanent strain accompanied by a decrease in specimen stiffness
as a result of the applied loading was observed. Micro-CT analysis of the specimen
performed in between each loading cycle revealed a decrease in porosity caused by void
compaction before the coalescence of a major crack network. Analysis of the voids that
lay in the crack path suggests that the cracks preferentially propagate through larger voids
in the specimen.
These results show that the failure process in SCHSC specimens is comprised of two
durations. First is a period of void compaction, likely accompanied by the propagation of
microcracks, causing a slight decrease in the overall specimen stiffness. Second is the
onset of strain localization marked by the coalescence of a major crack network, causing
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an acceleration in the specimen failure. The major crack network propagates stably until
the onset of unstable crack growth, causing rapid specimen collapse. The durations of
these two processes were both found to be significant to the total duration of the failure
process. Therefore, both the growth of microcracks and the propagation of major cracks
play a significant role in the overall specimen behavior in short duration loadings. It is
then reasonable to assume that both of these processes may also have a significant influence
on the observed dynamic strength increase. While the strength increase that occurs during
the propagation of major cracks may be considered representative of the structural response
of the specimen and not an intrinsic material property, any strength increase that occurs as
a result of the nucleation and growth of microcracks could be considered more
representative of the intrinsic material response. For this reason, the duration and effects
of these two processes will be studied under high strain-rate loading. While the results
presented in this chapter illustrate the time-dependent nature of the failure process in
concrete specimens, only the effects of applied stress were studied. To investigate the
effects of deformation rate requires the development of an experimental design that
subjects concrete specimens to constant strain-rate deformation while also allowing the
detailed observation of the resulting internal damage.
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Chapter 5
CONSTANT STRAIN-RATE LOADING

Introduction
As mentioned previously, the failure strength of concrete under uniaxial compression
increases significantly when the material is deformed at elevated strain-rates [1–3]. This
dynamic strength increase is often quantified by the scalar parameter known as the DIF,
defined as the ratio of peak failure strengths, i.e., the maximum stress, measured at dynamic
and quasi-static strain rates [4,5]. This rate sensitivity was believed by some researchers
to be a result of experimental errors in dynamic testing, causing an overestimation of the
dynamic failure strength [6–8]. However, it has been shown that these sources of error can
be significantly minimized through proper experimental design [9–11]. As shown in
chapter 2, a significant strength increase is still observed in these materials, despite the
reduction in experimental error, indicating that the rate sensitivity is representative of the
intrinsic specimen response. A physical mechanism believed to drive the observed rate
dependency in quasi-brittle materials is the time-dependent nature of the cracking process
[12–18]. Under uniaxial compression, major cracks typically propagate in the direction of
the applied load, causing the specimen to fragment into multiple axial columns [19]. Each
of these axial columns is capable of supporting a portion of the applied load until failure
occurs by buckling or continued fragmentation. The time-dependent nature of this axial
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splitting process allows the applied stress to continue to increase after the onset of major
crack propagation and continue even as the specimen separates into multiple fragments
[20–22].

In higher strength concretes, which exhibit a more brittle response than

conventional concrete [23], this fragmentation process is practically instantaneous when
compared with the total loading duration of a typical quasi-static loading experiment.
Alternatively, in high strain-rate experiments, the stress increase that occurs during the
fragmentation and buckling process often accounts for a significant portion of the apparent
dynamic strength increase, due to the rapid loading rate. However, after the initiation of
major crack propagation, the specimen no longer represents a continuum but rather a
structure comprised of the remaining specimen fragments. Therefore, this portion of the
specimen response should not be considered representative of the intrinsic material
properties [20,22].
As discussed in chapter 1, Specimens under high strain-rate loading can be directly
observed using in-situ techniques such as high-speed photography [24]. However, this
technique provides only two-dimensional observation of the specimen surface. Therefore,
optical techniques can be used to observe the development of cracks on a specimen surface
during dynamic loading. But, without additional observation techniques, it is impossible
to know the state of damage within a bulk specimen prior to the development of surface
cracks.
As discussed previously, X-Ray-micro-CT is a non-destructive, three-dimensional
imaging technique offering unparalleled spatial resolution making it ideal for the study of
damage in brittle materials [25–28]. Using the analytical techniques developed in chapter
2, micro-CT allows the various constituents in a heterogeneous material to be identified
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and segregated based on differences in X-ray attenuation and geometry. This capability
facilitates the independent and detailed morphological analysis of each constituent,
including damage. However the long duration of a typical micro-CT scan makes in-situ
imaging of dynamic events using this technique impossible. This limitation can be
overcome by adapting the mechanical loading experimental design to accommodate the
restrictions of the imaging technique, as shown in the previous chapter.
In this chapter, the high-resolution, non-destructive 3D imaging capabilities of X-Ray
micro-CT are coupled with the controlled dynamic loading conditions achieved using
Kolsky compression bar-based single-loading experimental techniques, with the goal of
studying the initiation of major crack propagation in concrete specimens under constant
high strain-rate uniaxial compression. This is accomplished by precisely dictating the
loading wave to subject specimens to high strain-rate deformation up to a predetermined
stress level before rapid unloading. The modified single-loading technique allows the
recovery of partially damaged specimens and therefore facilitates the use of X-Ray microCT to analyze the state of damage within a specimen as a result of the applied dynamic
loading using the techniques established in previous chapters. This experimental technique
is then used to identify the stress level at which major crack propagation is initiated. Based
on the results from these experiments, the dynamic crack initiation stress will then be used
to calculate a more accurate representation of the DIF for the two concrete materials
investigated in this chapter. The new concept of the true DIF proposed here is based on
the intrinsic material failure behavior by excluding the apparent strength increase during
dynamic fragmentation/buckling of the specimen and is therefore believed to better reflect
the underlying physical mechanisms driving the observed rate sensitivity.
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Procedure
Materials
The specific materials of interest in this chapter include two types of concrete, the first
is classified as a very-high-strength concrete (VHSC) and the second as an ultra-highstrength concrete (UHSC), designated by their unconfined compressive strengths, as
summarized in table 2.1. Both materials were developed by the U.S. Army ERDC each
represents a different intended use case and mixture proportion.
The first is a self-consolidating VHSC, given the designation BBR9. This material is
comprised of crushed limestone sand, Type I/II portland cement, grade 100 groundgranulated blast-furnace slag, microsilica (silica fume), and HRWRA. This material was
found to have an average unconfined compressive strength of 130 MPa using ASTM
standard cylindrical specimens of 75 mm in diameter and 150 mm in length, deformed at
a quasi-static strain-rate of approximately 10-4/s. The specific mixture proportions of
BBR9 are listed in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: BBR9 mixture proportions.
Mixture proportions
(by weight of total CM)

Constituent
Cement (Type I/II)

1.00

Manufactured limestone sand

2.25

Slag

0.60

Microsilica (silica fume)

0.26

HRWRA

0.03

Water

0.37
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The second material, known as Cor-Tuf, was introduced and studied in chapter 2. CorTuf was developed explicitly for research purposes with the goal of maximizing
unconfined compressive strength. Cor-Tuf consists of fine-grained silica sand, ground
silica (silica flour/powder), Class H cement, microsilica (silica fume), and HRWRA [29].
The specific ingredients and mixture proportions of Cor-Tuf are listed in table 2.3.

Specimen Preparation
In order to satisfy the dynamic stress equilibrium requirement in Kolsky Bar
experiments, the specimen length is again set to12.7 mm. Unlike in chapter 2, the lower
strain rate used in this chapter resulted in a failure strength of Cor-Tuf specimens that
permitted the use of 19mm (instead of 15.9 mm) diameter specimens.

This lower

maximum stress, allowed the specimen diameter for both materials to be the same as the
Kolsky bar, at 19mm, to minimize the stress concentration at the specimen corners. All
specimens are again prepared using the process developed by Heard et al. [10] described
in section 2.2.1. Photos of typical BBR9 and Cor-Tuf specimens used in this study are
shown in figure 5.1(a) and 5.2(a) respectively, with cross-sectional slices of each of these
specimens obtained using X-Ray micro-CT shown in figures 5.1(b) and 5.2(b).
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(a)

(b)

3 mm

Figure 5.1: (a) Image of a 19 mm diameter BBR9 specimen and (b) a cross-sectional slice
of this specimen obtained using X-Ray micro-CT.

(a)

(b)

3 mm

Figure 5.2: (a) Image of a 19 mm diameter Cor-Tuf specimen and (b) a cross-sectional slice
of this specimen obtained using X-Ray micro-CT.

Dynamic Loading Mechanism
Dynamic uniaxial compression loading conditions were achieved using the 19 mm
diameter Kolsky compression bar system introduced in Chapter 2.
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This system is

comprised of incident, transmission, and striker bars made of Maraging C300 steel alloy,
with lengths of 3.62 m, 1.83 m, and 0.254 m, respectively. To achieve the desired loading
conditions in this chapter, the system is equipped with a mechanism known as a momentum
trap to provide single loading capability. As discussed in section 2.3.3, the loading
conditions in Kolsky bar experiments are determined by the input loading wave profile
coupled with the mechanical response of the specimen. Therefore, achieving the desired
constant strain-rate loading conditions requires tailoring the incident wave profile to match
the predicted specimen response. This process of altering the incident wave profile is
achieved through a technique known as pulse shaping. Additionally, the use of the pulse
shaping technique improves the condition of dynamic stress equilibrium in the specimen
as well as reducing higher frequency components in the incident wave, therefore reducing
the effects of wave dispersion [30,31]. When testing brittle specimens, an incident wave
with a linear loading ramp will typically result in constant strain rate deformation in the
specimen [32–34]. In this chapter, a compound pulse shaper design consisting of two
annealed copper disks stacked on top of each other was found to generate the optimal
incident wave profile. The dimensions for the two disks are 8.7 mm and 4.0 mm in
diameter, and 1.6 mm and 0.25 mm in thickness, respectively.
To study the evolution of damage morphology as a result of high strain-rate loading,
specimens are loaded at the same strain rate up to a predetermined stress level before rapid
unloading.

This experimental design allows the state of damage within recovered

specimens as a result of the applied loading history to be examined using X-Ray microCT. In order to achieve this goal, an experimental technique was developed to provide not
only repeatable constant strain-rate loading conditions but also the ability to precisely
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adjust the maximum stress reached before unloading. The desired dynamic loading
conditions are achieved through the use of the Kolsky compression bar in combination with
a technique known as momentum trapping [35]. As shown in figure 5.3, the momentum
trap mechanism consists of a flange affixed to the impact end of the incident bar and a
sizeable rigid mass through which the incident bar, but not the flange, can move freely.
The incident bar is placed such that there exists an initial gap between the flange and rigid
mass. As the compressive stress wave propagates from the impact end into the incident
bar, the flange translates towards the rigid mass until the initial gap is closed.

Figure 5.3: A schematic of the momentum trapping mechanism used to precisely adjust the
incident wave amplitude.

When the flange comes in contact with the rigid mass, the mass resists any further
displacement of the bar, thereby ceasing the continued propagation of the incident wave
into the bar. By adjusting the initial gap size between the flange and rigid mass, the
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amplitude of the incident wave can be precisely controlled without affecting the initial
rising slope of the incident wave. Additionally, the resistance to the flange provided by
the rigid mass causes rapid unloading of the incident wave, which is ideal for specimen
recovery. Figure 5.4 shows the incident wave with and without the use of the momentum
trap as well as the effect of various gap sizes on the resulting incident wave profile.

Figure 5.4: The incident waves generated using the compound pulse shaper design and the
effect of various momentum-trap gap sizes on the wave profile.

Micro-CT analysis
Similar to the experimental design outlined in chapter 4, the use of the momentum trap
facilitates the unloading and recovery of specimens before complete fragmentation occurs.
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These loading conditions then allow the evolution of specimen morphology as a result of
the applied dynamic loading to be analyzed using the X-Ray micro-CT techniques
developed in chapter 3.

Results and Discussion
Dynamic Failure Strength Measurement
To first measure the dynamic failure strength of concrete through conventional Kolsky
bar experiments, five specimens of each material were subjected to dynamic uniaxial
compression.

Without the application of momentum trapping, the applied stress

continuously increases until complete specimen collapse, and the dynamic failure strength
is taken to be the maximum stress reached throughout the loading process. The average
failure strength of BBR9 specimens at a strain rate of 80/s was found to be 242 MPa. The
average failure strength of Cor-Tuf specimens at an average strain rate of 65/s was found
to be 353 MPa. The failure strength results for both materials are summarized in tables 5.2
and 5.3. During these experiments, a high-speed camera was used to observe the specimen
failure behavior in-situ. The stress history recorded for a representative BBR9 specimen
is plotted in figure 5.5 with a selection of images collected of the specimen throughout the
loading process shown in figure 5.6. Digital image correlation (DIC) is applied to these
images in order to measure the strain in the vertical direction on the specimen surface,
which serves to highlight the onset of strain localization during axial splitting. As shown
in figure 5.6, the first evidence of strain localization in the high-speed images appears in
the frame recorded at 79.6 μs. Upon closer inspection, this strain localization corresponds
to the development of an axial crack nucleating from a void on the specimen surface. This
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initial surface crack appears with an applied stress of 201 MPa, 17 μs before reaching a
recorded peak stress of 255 MPa.

Figure 5.5: The stress history of a single BBR9 specimen subjected to uniaxial compression
at a strain rate of 89/s until complete specimen collapse. The temporal locations
corresponding to the selected frames shown in figure 5.6 are also denoted.

The appearance of surface cracking at stress levels well below the peak stress is
consistently observed in high-speed video of higher strength concrete specimens under
dynamic uniaxial compression. However, using optical techniques alone is insufficient to
probe the state of damage within the specimen bulk prior to the appearance of these surface
cracks. A novel technique must be employed to precisely correlate the state of internal
specimen damage with the magnitude of the applied dynamic stress.
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Figure 5.6: A selection of frames collected of the BBR9 specimen subjected to the loading
history shown in figure 5.5.

Dynamic Recovery of Concrete Specimens
In order to utilize the 3D imaging capabilities of micro-CT, the momentum trapping
mechanism was employed to precisely control the maximum applied stress level before
rapid unloading and specimen recovery. A total of 36 BBR9 specimens were subjected to
uniaxial compression at a strain rate of 80 ± 10/s with maximum loading stress varied from
155 MPa to 257 MPa. Similarly, 35 Cor-Tuf specimens were subjected to uniaxial
compression at a strain rate of 65 ± 5/s with maximum loading stress varied from 200 MPa
to 350 MPa. The loading conditions achieved in a single representative test are shown in
figure 5.7, to illustrate the validity of the dynamic experimental design. The strain rate
history and stresses acting on either end of a single BBR9 specimen loaded up to 235 MPa
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are plotted together to illustrate that the specimen was deformed at a relatively constant
strain-rate of 80/s for approximately 60 μs before rapid unloading. Additionally, the
stresses acting on either end of the specimen are in good agreement throughout the loading
process with the only notable deviation from equilibrium occurring at the peak stress when
the unloading process begins.

However, the influence of this brief deviation from

equilibrium is minimal.

Figure 5.7: Strain rate history and dynamic stress equilibrium check for the test specimen
during a single-loading experiment.

The stress-strain response of a representative set of specimens for each material
subjected to a range of stress amplitudes are shown in figure 5.8 It is evident from the
figure that, as the applied stress increases beyond the quasi-static failure strength of the
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material, the specimen responses display increasing levels of plasticity. This observed
plasticity is believed to be a result of the nucleation and growth of microcracks, and the
coalescence of major crack networks that occurs at higher stress levels [19].

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: The stress-strain responses of a representative selection of (a) BBR9 and (b)
Cor-Tuf specimens subjected to constant strain-rate loading up to a range of stress
amplitudes.

Specimens that did not entirely fragment before unloading were recovered, allowing
the state of damage developed during the loading process to be analyzed using X-Ray
micro-CT. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 display the detected crack morphology in three specimens
of each material loaded to various stress levels. In these figures, the loading induced cracks
are shown in red while the pre-existing porosity is shown in blue. A qualitative analysis
of the Micro-CT results displayed in figures 5.9 and 5.10 reveal that the development of a
crack network within the specimen is strongly dependent on the magnitude of the applied
stress. These micro-CT results also indicate that the crack propagation in these specimens
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typically initiates from the specimen corners, likely due to the slight (and inevitable) stress
concentration resulting from the specimen/bar contact surface.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 5.9: The crack morphology of three recovered BBR9 specimens subjected to
maximum stresses of (a) 199 MPa , (b) 211 MPa, and (c) 225 MPa with the pre-existing
voids shown in blue and the loading-induced cracks shown in red.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 5.10: The crack morphology of three recovered Cor-Tuf specimens subjected to
maximum stresses of (a) 297 MPa, (b) 323 MPa, and (c), 337 MPa with the pre-existing
voids shown in blue and the loading-induced cracks shown in red.
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True DIF Calculation
The results from the dynamic recovery experiments and micro-CT damage analysis
provide a unique opportunity to reevaluate the definition and calculation of the DIF for
concrete materials. These experiments revealed that significant damage initiation often
occurs within the specimen under dynamic loading prior to reaching the peak stress.
Identifying the exact stress level at which this crack initiation occurs will then provide a
better indication of the onset of specimen failure as compared to dynamic peak stress
measurements. The identification of the damage initiation stress level would allow the DIF
to be redefined as the ratio of the crack initiation stress to the quasi-static failure strength.
The well-controlled single loading/recovery experiments coupled with micro-CT
techniques, facilitate identification of the exact stress level at which major cracks coalesce
under dynamic loading conditions. However, due to the heterogeneous nature of concrete,
a variation in mechanical properties between individual specimens is expected. For this
reason, the reported mechanical properties of concrete are typically taken to be the mean
value from a representative data set. Such variation in the crack initiation stress between
individual specimens is also expected and without knowing the exact properties of each
specimen prior to testing, loading a specimen precisely up to its crack initiation stress
before unloading is impossible. On the other hand, the existence or absence of loadinduced cracks in the recovered specimen indicates whether or not the maximum stress
reached during the single-loading test was above or below the crack initiation stress. The
binary result of crack initiation occurring as a function of the applied stress level can then
be plotted, where each dynamic loading experiment represents a single data point with a
probability of one or zero, depending on whether or not cracks were observed in the
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recovered specimen after unloading. The results from these experiments yield a binary or
dichotomous outcome i.e., the existence of a crack as a function of a continuous variable,
which is the applied stress level. The most common regression model used to analyze data
of this type is known as logistic regression [36]. Logistic regression is applied to the data
set collected from all experiments to estimate the probability of crack initiation occurring
as a function of applied stress using a continuous function. The experimental results and
the logistic regression curves for BBR9 and Cor-Tuf are shown in figures 5.11 and 5.12,
respectively.

Figure 5.11: The probability of crack initiation occurring in BBR9 specimens as a function
of the applied stress level, including both experimental data and a logistic regression fit to
the data.
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Figure 5.12: The probability of crack initiation occurring in Cor-Tuf specimens as a
function of the applied stress level, including both experimental data and a logistic
regression fit to the data.

To evaluate the logistic regressions, the McFadden pseudo R2 value for each
regression was calculated yielding a value of 0.47 for the BBR9 data and 0.57 for the CorTuf data, indicating that these models provide an excellent estimation of the crack initiation
probability [37]. It should be noted that, when compared to the R2 index commonly used
to evaluate linear regressions, the McFadden pseudo R2 metric yields notably lower values.
For example, McFadden pseudo R2 values ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 indicate an excellent fit
[38]. Based on this statistical analysis it is reasonable to estimate the crack initiation stress
for BBR9 to be 211 MPa and 275 MPa for Cor-Tuf because above these stress levels the
probability of crack initiation occurring is greater than 50%. These results are compared
to the average quasi-static and dynamic peak failure strengths measured for these materials
in tables 5.2 and 5.3. Additionally, the dynamic strength increase for each material (both
by peak stress and crack initiation stress) are listed in tables 5.2 and 5.3.
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Table 5.2: The failure strength and crack
initiation stress levels found for BBR9
specimens.
Quasi-Static
Peak

(ε̇ = 10-4 /s)

Stress

Dynamic
(ε̇ = 80 /s)

Crack initiation stress
(ε̇ = 80 /s)
Dynamic strength increase

Table 5.3: The failure strength and crack
initiation stress levels found for Cor-Tuf
specimens.
Quasi-Static

160 MPa
242 MPa

Peak

(ε̇ = 10-4 /s)

Stress

Dynamic
(ε̇ = 65 /s)

Crack initiation stress

211 MPa

(ε̇ = 65 /s)
Dynamic strength increase

82 MPa

based on peak stress

based on peak stress

Dynamic strength increase

Dynamic strength increase

based on crack initiation

51 MPa

based on crack initiation

stress

238 MPa
353 MPa

275 MPa

115 MPa

37 MPa

stress

The results presented in tables 5.2 and 5.3 indicate that a significant portion of the
dynamic strength increase (38% for BBR9 and 68 % for Cor-Tuf) occurs after the onset of
major crack propagation. This portion of the specimen response is coupled with the
fragmentation process and therefore may not be considered representative of the intrinsic
material properties but rather the structural response of the specimen fragments. The
material behavior that occurs before the onset of major crack propagation, which represents
a significant portion of the total dynamic strength increase, is likely governed by the
nucleation and growth of microcracks. Nevertheless, the specimen response that occurs
before the onset of major unstable crack propagation are absent of any macroscopic
damage, and therefore can be considered as the intrinsic material behavior. Redefining the
DIF as the ratio of the dynamic crack initiation stress to the quasi-static strength would be
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a more realistic interpretation of the material behavior as it represents the initiation of
material failure as opposed to the complete loss of load-bearing capability. Using this
definition would reduce the DIF value for BBR9 from 1.51 to 1.32 and for Cor-Tuf from
1.48 to 1.16. Implementing these more conservative values for the DIF in constitutive
models would help to correct the overestimation of material strength that is often observed
in numerical modeling of these materials [39,40]. Furthermore, the insight into the
physical mechanisms driving the observed material behavior provided by experiments of
this type can help to inform the development of new multi-scale models that capture the
material behavior throughout the failure process.

Porosity Evolution
In addition to facilitating the detailed observation of damage evolution, the use of XRay micro-CT also provides the opportunity to study changes in the material porosity as a
result of the applied dynamic loading, as shown in the previous chapter. To study the
evolution of porosity, scans were taken of specimens before and after loading. Each void
in the recovered specimen image is then matched to the corresponding void in the pristine
specimen image, allowing the evolution of each void to be tracked independently. This
allows the evolution of porosity to be studied separately from the development of crack
networks by tracking a subset of voids that does not interact with any loading induced
cracks.
Figure 5.13 displays a comparison of the size distribution of voids in a representative
subset in a BBR9 specimen before and after high strain rate loading. This specimen was
subjected to a maximum stress of 220 MPa which did not result in the development of a
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detectable crack network. However, the total volume of the void subset represented in
figure 5.13 decreased by 21% as a result of the applied loading. As shown, the decrease in
porosity is caused by void compaction, indicated by a shift in the void size distribution.

Figure 5.13: Void size distribution in a representative subset before and after loading in a
BBR9 specimen subjected to high strain-rate loading up to a stress level of 220 MPa.

To study this void compaction after the onset of major crack propagation, the porosity
evolution in a specimen subjected to a higher stress level was investigated. The crack
network and voids present in the scan of a recovered specimen subjected to a maximum
stress of 240 MPa are displayed in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: The crack network (shown in red) and voids (shown in blue) in the micro-CT
scan of a recovered BBR9 specimen subjected to a maximum applied stress of 240 MPa.

In order to study the evolution of porosity in this specimen independently from the
development of the crack network, the subset of voids that did not interact with the crack
network was identified and tracked through both scans. The total volume of this void
subset was found to decrease by 36% as a result of the applied loading. This decrease in
void volume was also caused by void compaction, indicated by the shift in the void size
distribution shown in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Void size distribution in a representative subset before and after loading in a
BBR9 specimen subjected to high strain-rate loading up to a stress level of 240 MPa.

This analysis of the porosity evolution indicates that void compaction occurs
throughout the failure process, both before and after the onset of major crack propagation.
These results are consistent with the findings in the previous chapter, indicating that the
failure process in concrete specimens is comprised of two durations. First is a period of
void compaction, likely accompanied by the nucleation and growth of microcracks. This
is followed by the onset of strain localization marked by the coalescence of a major crack
network, causing an acceleration in the specimen failure along with continued void
compaction.
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As discussed previously, the specimen response after the onset of major crack
propagation should not be considered representative of the intrinsic material properties but
rather the combined structural response of the specimen fragments. However, before the
onset of strain localization the specimen response can be considered representative of the
intrinsic material properties. Therefore, the physical mechanisms driving the material
behavior during the period of void compaction before damage initiation must play a
significant role in governing the intrinsic rate dependent behavior observed in high strength
concrete.

Summary
In this chapter, a modified momentum trapping mechanism has been demonstrated to
be a reliable method for precisely adjusting the amplitude of the incident loading wave in
Kolsky Bar experiments without affecting the wave profile before unloading. Coupling
the controlled dynamic loading provided by the Kolsky compression bar with the
nondestructive observation and measurement capabilities of X-Ray micro-CT allows for
the examination of damage within concrete specimens as a result of high strain-rate
loadings. The resulting experimental data was then analyzed using logistic regression to
estimate the probability of crack initiation occurring in concrete specimens at each
incremental stress level. This analysis reveals that the stress level at which the crack
initiation probability exceeds 50%, in both Cor-Tuf and BBR9, is significantly lower than
the dynamic peak failure strength that is traditionally used for DIF calculation. This
indicates that a substantial portion of the apparent dynamic strength increase (38% for
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BBR9 and 68 % for Cor-Tuf) occurs after the onset of major crack propagation, at which
point the specimen is no longer a continuum, and the measured specimen response is
primarily a manifestation of the structural response of the specimen fragments. On the
other hand, the dynamic crack initiation stress reflects the onset of major damage
propagation in the material and is therefore believed to be a better indicator of the intrinsic
dynamic failure strength. The novel experimental technique presented in this study then
allows the DIF to be redefined as the ratio of the crack initiation stress to the quasi-static
strength. This new definition of the DIF for concrete is supported by the physical evidence
of material failure using data beyond the apparent macroscopic stress-strain response. By
eliminating the contribution of structural effects, the DIFs calculated using the dynamic
crack initiation stress are significantly lower than the conventional values calculated using
the peak stress. Therefore the implementation of this new definition of the DIF in
traditional constitutive models will help to reduce the overestimation of strength in the
dynamic numerical modeling of concrete structures. It is the authors’ belief that the DIF
defined by damage/crack initiation stress will facilitate a better understanding of the strainrate sensitivity in concrete failure strength, and eventually help with the development of
high-fidelity, physics-based multi-scale models for cementitious materials.
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